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HOMAGE TO A GREAT SCHOLAR AND TEACHER

Mahamahopadhyaya Prof. R. Vasudevan Potti

(28.01.1929 -- 02.05.2021)

We express our deep grief at the sudden demise of Prof. R. Vasudevan

Potti, an eminent scholar, who was a source of inspiration and guidance

for us.

One of the most eminent Sanskrit scholars Kerala has produced,

Prof. Vasudevan Potti lived an eventful life as a Professor of Sanskrit.

He served the cause of Sanskrit for about 65 years. As a recognition of

his meritorious service to the cause of learning, Prof. Potti received

several honours and awards, the most important being the title of

Mahamahopadhyaya (Rashtriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, Tirupati, 2003),

President's Certificate of Honour (Govt. of India), Panditaratnam title

(Viswa Samskrita Pratishthanam, Kerala), M.H.Sastri Award

(Thiruvananthapuram, 2002), Shri Raghavendra Sahitya Puraskara (Tulu

Brahmana Samaja, Udupi, 2002), Shri Adhokshaja Prashasti (from

VishveshvaraTirtha, Pejavar Mutt, 2003), D.Litt. (honoris causa, Sree

Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit, Kalady), Vedanta Gold Medal (Vidvat

Sadas, Tripunithura, 1968), Sastraratna Gold Medal (Neelakantha

Vidvatsabha, Pattambi, 1972), and Darsanakalanidhi title (Madras Sanskrit

College, Mylapore, Chennai).

Prof. Vasudevan Potti had a long association with this Institute.

He served the Institute as an Honorary Professor, and about a dozen of

his books on topics like Vyakarana, Darsanas, etc., have been published

by this Institute.

We pay our respectful homage to the great scholar and pray God

that his soul may rest in everlasting peace.

For Sukrtindra Oriental Research Institute

Dr. V. Nithyanantha Bhat

Hon. Director

.
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Dharma is the mainstay of the whole world.
To the very pious go the people. One drives away
sin with Dharma. Everything is dependent upon
Dharma. That is why Dharma is said to be supreme.

(Trans. Dr. Satya Vrat Shastri)
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Authorship of the K¡vyaprak¡¿a

Dr. Satya Vrat Varma

In the rich saga of Sanskrit poetics the K¡vyaprak¡¿a
(KP.)

1
 holds a place that is second to none. It in essence forms

an epitome of the plethora of doctrines that were evolved and
hotly debated in the millennium preceding its composition.
Indeed the whole glory of the science of Indian poetics has
percolated to Mamma¶a's magnum opus in its various
dimensions and nuances. In view of its exceptionally rich
contents, in-depth investigations into a host of momentous
precepts and forceful presentation thereof, the KP. is justly
held to be the most authoritative and comprehensive treatise
on Sanskrit poetics. Its masterly dissertation on the concept
of Dhvani, stoutly rebutting an array of vicious onslaughts on
it, has assured it an eternal glory, proudly establishing its
author as the saviour of the doctrine, dhvaniprtiÀ
¶h¡panaparam¡c¡rya. No wonder, it commands unstinted
esteem from the Pa¸·ita and connoisseur alike. While the
eighty odd Bh¡Àyas, commentaries and translations in various
languages speak volumes of its wide acceptance, they also
bring into relief its baffling intricacies that combine to pose
quite some challenge even to the most gifted of the poeticians.
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The dictum K¡vyaprak¡¿asya g¤he g¤he ¶¢k¡s tath¡py eÀa
tathaiva durgamaÅ, tellingly reflects the complex ¿¡stric genius
of the burly tome.

The KP. is smugly taken to be a composition of Mamma¶a
alone. The belief is so firmly rooted that any claim to the
contrary would sound hollow, rather ridiculous. But there are
considerations that lead one to conclude that Mamma¶a was
not the sole author of the KP.. The closing stanza of the KP.

2
,

though uniformly interpreted otherwise by the respective
commentators and translators, contains the seeds of suspicion
about its unilateral authorship. And it is heartening that the
perceptive critics have not been amiss in divining its true
import. After giving the traditional interpretation of the verse,
Some¿vara, the earliest commentator of the KP., significantly
notes that the K¡vyaprak¡¿a was somehow left incomplete by
its author (obviously Mamma¶a), some unknown writer
thereafter took it upon himself to complete the treatise, but
the writings of the two writers are so smoothly harmonized
due to their cohesive style that they appear to be an indivisible
entity: atha ca sudhiyaÆ vik¡sahetor grantho'yaÆ
kathaµcidapur¸atv¡d anyena p£rita¿eÀa iti dvikha¸·o'pi
akha¸·a iva yad bh¡ti tatr¡pi saÆgha¶anaiva nimittam.

3

Some¿vara, however, is mysteriously silent about the
identity of the latter author and the extent of his writing that
carried the KP. to conclusion. M¡¸ikyacandra, another early
commentator, is more explicit in his pronouncement on the
issue. The treatise (=KP.), says he, was begun (to be
composed) by one writer, but was brought to an end by
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someone else. It thus consists of two distinct segments
(kha¸·as) but if despite that it appears to be a homogeneous
whole, the credit for it must rest with their resilient style: atha
c¡yaÆ grantho'nyen¡rabdho'pare¸a ca sam¡pita iti dvikha¸·o'pi
saÆgha¶an¡va¿¡d akha¸·¡yate.

4

Some¿vara and Manikyacandra are brilliantly supported
by Rucaka or Ruyyaka on the tangled issue, though his
observation amounts to be a mere rehash of what Some¿vara
had said in his SaÆketa: etena mah¡mat¢n¡Æ prasara¸ahetur
eÀa grantho granthak¤t¡nena kathampy asam¡ptatv¡d apare¸a
ca p£rit¡va¿eÀatv¡t dvikha¸·o'pi (saÆgha¶an¡va¿¡d
akha¸·¡yate).

5
 Rucaka, not unlike Some¿vara, is unequivocal

in asserting that this granthak¡ra (author- Mamma¶a), for some
reason or the other, left the grantha (KP.) unfinished (to the
chagrin of the connoisseur), and it was another author
(apare¸a) who completed it. The KP. is thus made up of two
segments, but the two interestingly melted into one entity due
to their symmetrical style of composition.

The combined testimony of these worthies proves it
beyond a speck of doubt that Mamma¶a is not the sole author
of the KP. Unforeseen circumstances, may be his death or
disabling ailment, brought his literary activities to an untimely
halt, and he was constrained to leave his Chef d' oeuvre
unfinished. Mindful of the fact that even the incomplete
treatise was sure to evoke wide esteem, a well-meaning and
well-equipped contemporary made bold to carry it to the
conclusion to the delight of the poeticians of the day and the
times to come. The KP., as it now exists, is thus the handiwork
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of two distinct authors. They must have evidently differed in
equipment and expression, which could have given rise to two
irreconcilable segments in the text, but it was because of the
homogeneous expression that the second author managed to
evolve, that the KP., far from slipping into an amorphous
writing, is marked by winsome cohesion.

It is, however, intriguing that the commentators, for
reasons best known to them, chose to not reveal the name
of the second author, nor did they specify the part of the KP.
that he authored, though their testimony would have been most
trustworthy. Are then we to suffer ambiguity for endless times!

Fortunately, a palm-leaf Ms (No. 183) of the KP. copied
at Anhilpatan in V.S. 1215 (=1158 A.D.) but now deposited
with the famed Ba·¡ Bha¸·¡ra of Jaisalmer, comes to our
aid to resolve the mystery once for all. The colophon of the
Ms proclaims in unmistakable terms that the K¡vyaprak¡¿a
was a (joint) composition of R¡j¡naka Mamma¶a and Alaka.

sam¡pto'yaÆ k¡vyaprak¡¿aÅ k¡vyalakÀa¸am. K¤t¢
r¡j¡naka mamma¶¡lakayoÅ...... samvat 1215 ¡¿vina¿udi 14
budhe adyeha sr¢mada¸ahilap¡¶ake samastar¡j¡valivir¡jita-
mah¡r¡jadhir¡ja-parame¿vara- paramabha¶¶¡raka---
sr¢kum¡rap¡ladeva-kaly¡¸a vijayar¡jye paÆ·ita lakÀm¢dhare¸a
pustakaÆ likh¡pitamiti.

6

Besides recording the name of the second author of the
KP. not long after its composition (circa 1100 A.D.), the
colophon is invested with a significance that calls for serious
consideration. While the three aforesaid commentators tend to
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suggest that the second author wrote only a part of the treatise
after it was left incomplete for some reason or the other, the
crisp expression K¤t¢ r¡j¡naka mamma¶¡lakayoÅ in the
colophon, reveals, almost beyond doubt, that Alaka did not
pen only a part of the KP., he was with Mamma¶a a joint
author right from the beginning to the end of this masterpiece
on poetics. The colophon seems to assert unerringly that the
KP. was a unique work authored jointly by Mamma¶a and
Alaka much like the joint venture of R¡macandra and
Gu¸acandra, the N¡¶yadarpa¸a. It addedly serves to debunk
the tradition prevalent in Kashmir, as recorded by R¡janaka
Ënanda (1685 A.D.) in his commentary on the KP., which
would have us believe that Mamma¶a had written the KP. upto
the figure of speech Parikara, and it was the tiny portion
thereafter that Allata (Alaka) wrote to complete it.

7
 Had it been

the case, no commentator worth his name, would have
consented to put him (Alaka) at par with the great Mamma¶a.
In view of the unimpeachable testimony of the colophon, it
would be daring to dismiss the joint authorship of the KP.
Both Mamma¶a and Alaka/ Allata seem to have contributed
equally to bring out the treatise that was to take the science
of poetics by surprise.

The joint authorship of the KP. is ably upheld by as gifted
a commentator as Arjunavarmadeva (13th century). In his
detailed exposition of Verse Thirty of the Amaru¿ataka,

8
 where

the description of ¿¤¸ag¡ra is tinged with a touch of ¿¡nta,
Arjuna stoutly disapproves the phemomenon, which, he avers,
has been beautifully illustrated in the dissertation on Poetic
Blemishes (rasadoÀas) by the verse pras¡de vartsva praka¶aya
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mudaÆ saÆtyaja ruÀaÆ--- na mugdhe pratyetuÆ prabhavati
gataÅ k¡lahari¸aÅ,

9
 by Mamma¶a and Alaka: vair¡gyaÆ ca

¿¤¸ag¡ropanibandhe vayaÆ t¡vad anucitaÆ many¡mahe
yathod¡h¤tÆ doÀanir¸aye mamma¶¡lak¡bhy¡m.

10
 The instru-

mental dual form Mamma¶¡lak¡bhy¡m leaves little doubt that
not only the portion following the Parikara AlaÆk¡ra, but also
Chapter Seven (doÀanir¸aya) of the KP., rather the whole of
it, was composed by Mamma¶a hand in hand with Alaka.

Verse Seventy of the Amaru¿ataka
11

 has been quoted in
the KP., to illustrate obscenity occasioned by disgust
(jugups¡sl¢latva) as it uses the word v¡yu which may imply
fart as well. Arjunavarmadeva in his commentary on the verse
takes up cudgels against it, charging the authors of the KP.
with a proneness to find fault with excellent writings
(sarasakavisandarbha) as well, atra kecid v¡yupadena
jugups¡sl¢lam iti doÀam ¡cakÀate... kintu
hl¡daikamay¢varalabdhapras¡dau k¡vyaprak¡¿ak¡rau pr¡ye¸a
doÀad¤st¢ yenaivaÆvidhecvapi---sarasakavisandarbheÀu doÀam
eva s¡kÀ¡dakurut¡m.

12

The nominative dual form k¡vyaprak¡¿ak¡rau is a sure
pointer to the fact that it was not one but two individuals who
had authored the K¡vyaprak¡¿a, and they, as noted earlier by
Arjuna himself, were no other than Mamma¶a and Alaka
(Mamma¶¡lak¡bhy¡m). The KP. is thus a joint product of
Mamma¶a and Alaka. It is, however, a different matter that
Alaka was so dwarfed by the towering stature of Mamma¶a
that he slipped into oblivion, with minor traces left here and
there. But it is these traces that have been instrumental in
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reclaiming what rightfully belonged to him--- the joint
authorship of the K¡vyaprak¡¿a, the light to Sanskrit poetics.

The belief that the KP. was a joint venture of two authors
continued to reveberate in the subsequent years, finding a
pointed mention in R¡j¡naka Ënanda's K¡vyaprak¿¡nidar¿an¡
(17th century), which refers to the authorship of the treatise
in dual number, lending added credence to its joint authorship-
anyen¡py uktam, k¡vyaprak¡¿ada¿ake'pi nibandhak¤dbhy¡Æ
dv¡bhy¡Æ k¤tepi k¤tin¡Æ rastval¡bhaÅ.

13

Ënanda's unequivocal testimony proves it beyond cavil
that the K¡vyaprak¡¿a, notwithstanding its dual authorship,
imparted aesthetic pleasure to the connoisseur because of its
myriad virtues. It has firmly stood the test of time, and
continues to provide food for thought and heart even a
millennium after it was written circa 1100 A.D.
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Sanskrit Series office, Varanasi 1966 A.D., Verse 30

9 Amaru¿ataka, op. cit., Commentary on Verse Thirty, p. 50-51.

10 Ibid., Verse 30, Commentary, p. 50.

11 mugdh¡ ku·alit¡nanendu dadat¢ v¡yum sthit¡ tatra s¡/Ibid, V.72

12 Ibid., Verse 72, Commentary, p. 98.

13 KP. Ed. Ëch¡rya Vi¿ve¿vara, op. cit., Bh£mik¡, p. 66.



Learn From Kau¶ilya : How to

Build a Strong Nation

Mah¡mahop¡dhy¡ya Dr. G. Gangadharan Nair

Introduction

Study of History is not only for taking pride in its glory
but also for learning valuable ideas in it relevant for the
modern period. Progressive ideas should be taken and applied
in the present society if they are more conducive for
development than the ideas currently in vogue. Neglecting the
past of a country is tantamount to uprooting its cultural
tradition. In spite of the different political theories that changed
the governing systems of different nations of the world in the
last few centuries, the major nations still cherish their past
and try to preserve their identity. For a nation that existed
with a celebrated culture for several centuries, just preserving
a few monuments as museum pieces is not enough. If the
tradition is entirely broken and the culture is non-existent, then
the nation shall remain satisfied with such an exhibitionist
conservation. For Bh¡rata (India) which has a rich history of
thousands of years with fully or partly living intellectual
traditions, it is not wise to remain just satisfied with
preservation of our cultural monuments only. Even among the
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intellectual academicians, the majority is satisfied with
academic discussions and interpretations.  A practical approach
to make use of what is good in our tradition for enriching
our society in all possible ways is the need of the day.

The Indian society underwent several changes due to
assimilation of several ideologies brought in by racial
admixture as well as resistance from within the society to keep
out external pressures. The liberal attitude of the ÎÀis of Vedas
and UpaniÀads gave way in course of time to rigidness and
unwholesome practices which led to stabilization of caste
system with inequalities among different sections of humanity.
This was not confined to India alone as is taught by modern
historians. In other parts of the world there was nothing as
a caste-based system; but even then there were more inhuman
and nefarious practices all over the world than in India which
had the earliest civilized culture rooted in admiration for
knowledge. In our Sm¤tis as well as in Kau¶ilya's Artha¿¡stra
(AS), we find different kinds of legal treatment on the basis
of caste, the so called upper castes getting more advantages.
But even then the situation in India was better than in Rome,
Greece, Arabia and Africa. We shall reject what is not suited
for a civilized modern society when we adopt good and wise
ideas from our past tradition. Kau¶ilya was a practical
statesman who actually built an empire and was the Prime
Minister of his Emperor unlike the inexperienced political
scientists like Karl Marx who had only imagination about a
Nation of his preference. There is much to learn from him
to make use of in leading our nation to a powerful state.
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Educate the Leaders, Educate the Masses

Kau¶ilya wrote for a monarchy ruling over an empire.
He had the idea of a monarch/emperor who was under the
control of ministers who were well-versed in and dedicated
to Dharma. Dharma as defined in the Mah¡bh¡rata and later
in the Sm¤tis was that which maintains the equilibrium of the
natural order responsible for the well-being of all creatures,
not only of human beings. He was speaking of the compulsory
education of the princes under strict discipline. He had clearly
designed the curriculum for the future rulers prescribing the
subjects in the order of preference efficient in moulding leaders
of the nation with sufficient knowledge of all current issues
in daily life. The education system proposed by him was
oriented to the tradition to uphold Dharma. The princes had
to acquire education by proper attendance in the service of
the experienced seniors (V¤ddhas) (AS I-5).  He would not
tolerate a wayward life of the ruling king or the eligible
princes. They should have proper training in mind control to
keep the senses subdued (AS I-6). He has given sufficient
warning against luxurious life and unlimited sensual pleasures.

Kau¶ilya reviewed the views of all his predecessors on
the disciplines to be taught to the ruling class and finally fixed
them logically (AS I-1). They are Ënv¢kÀik¢, Tray¢, V¡rtt¡,
and Da¸·an¢ti.  Please note that Kau¶ilya gives first place
to Ënv¢kÀik¢, which he interprets as S¡ khya (right
knowledge), yoga (reasoning/logic), and Lok¡yata (popularly
accepted ideas). Tray¢ stands for Vedas and allied knowledge.
V¡rtt¡ is defined as K¤Ài (farming), P¡¿up¡lya (animal
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husbandry), and Va¸ijy¡ (trade). Da¸·an¢ti is the branch of
knowledge that deals with fines and other punishments for
maintenance of law and order and distribution of justice.
Except for Tray¢, the others may not be doubted by anybody
as to their importance in maintaining a strong economy and
establishing an effective legal system. Kau¶ilya wanted the
kings, princes and the high government officials (Mantrins,
Am¡tyas, etc.) to inevitably learn all these disciplines.

In a democracy it is not proper to select a few in
childhood and train them to become politicians to rule the
nation. Instead we shall put in place a system of school
education where all students get a common education
comprising of languages, essential mathematics and sciences,
and humanities. In humanities it is essential to have basic ideas
of governance, law and justice. By the time a student passes
out of Higher Secondary school, he should have knowledge
of the Dharmic background of our Constitution and laws. As
there is a minimum age for contesting elections, there can be
a prescription of minimum educational qualification of Higher
Secondary for contesting elections to parliamentary bodies
(including state assemblies and local bodies).  This should be
achieved by necessary amendment of the Constitution.

Kau¶ilya asserts: The happiness of the king lies in the
happiness of the citizens. His good is in the good of them.
What gives him pleasure is not his good. What gives pleasure
to the citizens is in fact his good (AS I-19.43).
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In the above statement, the word King must be replaced
by the word rulers and it should be taught to each school
student before he becomes major.

Strengthen the Economy

Sufficient money in the treasury (Ko¿a) is essential for
maintaining a satisfied nation and keeping the nation safe.
Kau¶ilya describes a post of Sam¡hart¤ which may be
translated as Collector General (Commissioner of Revenue)
who is to supervise all kinds of revenue collections from
Durga, R¡À¶ra, Khani, Setu, Vana, Vraja, and Va¸ikpatha (AS
II-6). Durga (Fort) is a secure place where people live and
the collections from it includes toll, fine, receipts from the
head of city, Mint, Passport, Beverages, Meat products, Shops,
Gold, Oils, Gambling, Builders, etc.  In the category of R¡À¶ra
income, there are receipts from S¢t¡ (Farm land), Bh¡ga (levy
on agricultural products), tax, revenue from waterways and
shipping, etc. Income from Khani (mine)  include gold, silver,
diamond, pearls, iron, salt, etc. Setu income covers revenue
from farms of flowers, fruits, trees, tubers, etc.  Revenue from
Vana comprises of wild animals, forest products, elephants,
etc.  Vraja covers cows, buffaloes, sheep, goat, camel, horse,
etc. Vanikpatha includes Roads and waterways for transpor-
tation of goods. It is the duty of Sam¡hart¤ to see that the
income is more and the expenses are less.

In the present governing system also we have departments
under supervising heads. What we have to learn from Kau¶ilya
is how to streamline the administration to collect maximum
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revenue preventing official corruptions, lapses and evasion.
Adopting his methods with necessary modifications will enable
a government to remain financially sound. AS II-1 gives a
model for a planned settlement of population, AS II-2 has a
plan of land usage which will give us an idea as to how to
make new regulations for utilization of different types of land
in a situation of population explosion and lesser availability
of inhabitable and arable land.

What astonishes a reader of Kau¶ilya is his clear
instructions about proper verification of the revenue and
expenditure with the aid of written account books.  There are
G¡¸anikyas (Accountants) under G¡¸aniky¡dhyakÀas (coun-
terparts of modern Accountant Generals) who are to come to
AkÀapa¶ala in the month of ËÀ¡dha with sealed records and
balance net revenue. AkÀapa¶ala is an office similar to that
of the modern Auditor General who is very powerful with
great powers.  This office is under strong safety set up and
all those who attend it are under surveillance by spies. It is
advisable that the modern officials occupying high positions
in the offices of Accountant General, Auditor General, etc.,
go through chapter seven of Book II of AS.  There is strict
verification and erring officials are fined or punished. Such
measures can safeguard the finances of a country and keep
the revenue grow for the progress of the nation.

Check and Countercheck Officials to Quell Corruption

The worst evil in a country is corruption which retards
the progress of the nation.  Indian governing system is no
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exception, though there are Vigilance and Anticorruption
departments. Kau¶ilya would not tolerate even a small corrupt
activity on the part of any official, big or small.  It is
interesting to read his steps to verify the character and
credentials of the candidates for the positions of ministers,
Am¡tyas, messengers, executives, etc., even before appoint-
ment and also in the course of the services of the appointed
persons. Punishments for corruption are very severe and so
they are highly deterrent, unlike in our present situation. Now
our laws have loopholes or the authorities who are designated
to award punishments are influenced by fear or other
considerations.  For Kau¶ilya, nobody is above law and check.
There are several checks and counterchecks to be carried out
secretly to verify the integrity of all employees and their
supervisors.

Protect the Weaker Sections

The modern rulers can learn from AS how to protect the
weaker sections of the society and contribute towards a
progressive and prosperous nation. Just go through what
Kau¶ilya prescribes to a king (AS II- 1):

A taxpayer who converts his land to a farm should be
allowed to occupy the property as long as he lives. Those who
cultivate in an earlier barren land should not be made to vacate
that land. If somebody keeps his cultivable land without
cultivating, it should be vacated from him and given to others.
If somebody is granted a piece of land and he does not
cultivate it, he should be charged a compensation for the loss.
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The king should help the farmers giving the loan for seeds,
cattle, etc., which can be refunded without any difficulty to
the beneficiary.  He can give subsidy to the farmer without
affecting the exchequer. The king should behave as a father
to the farmers in his country.

It is the duty of the king to establish mines, factories,
forest for natural products, forest for elephants and other
animals, roads for transportation, markets, etc.  He should see
that tanks are constructed for collecting water for irrigation
as well as for domestic use. If some citizen tries to make water
tanks, the king shall provide him facilities.

If the employees or relatives of a householder, the head
of family, do not obey him, the king shall solicit them with
proper advice to obey him. Children without guardians, old
people, persons suffering from serious illness and orphans
should be looked after by the ruler.  Barren women as well
as children of women who become orphans later deserve to
be taken care of by the king. The wealth inherited by an
orphaned child should be increased by the seniors in the
village. A man who does not look after his father, mother,
wife, brothers not legally mature, and unmarried or widowed
sisters in spite of his being financially sound to do so, attracts
a fine. A man who deserts his wife or children without looking
after them should be kept in prison.

It is clear that AS strongly advocates that the welfare of
the weaker sections of the society is the responsibility of the
State. That is the sign of a strong Nation.
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Security of Citizens

There are detailed instructions for the protection of
citizens from internal and external criminals. Any wayfarer
coming to a town shall be given shelter by a resident only
after informing the protector of the town. Even monks are
admitted only after verifying the genuineness of their
whereabouts. Workers such as carpenters from outside should
allow their relatives to stay only in the dwelling places allotted
to them. If such outsider is found to sell any object in unusual
places or times, it should be reported to the officer in charge
of the town. Similarly if anybody is found to spend too much
money or engage in unusual activities it should be reported.
If a guest in a house not reported commits an offence the
householder is punishable.  If a physician treats injury of a
person incognito in a house without informing the city head,
the householder is liable for severe punishment including
incarceration. Secret forces are to arrest those who are found
injured, carrying undesirable instruments, carrying too much
load, too much agitated, too much sleepy or tired in places
of worship, pilgrimage centres, forests, graveyard, uninhabited
house, workshop, liquor shops, eating places, non-vegetarian
restaurants, or gambling rendezvous.

In summer, lighting fire in the afternoon in houses should
be banned and its violation should be punished. Cooking is
allowed outside the house. This rule was there because the
houses were not made of fire resistant materials. There was
strict instruction to keep water and other tools to fight fire.
In summer grass thatched houses should be demolished.
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Goldsmiths, blacksmiths, etc., who work with the help of fire
should be made to reside in one and the same settlement.
When a house catches fire, the owner or the hirer should rush
to the place and take steps to fight the fire. Otherwise, he
is punishable. One who sets a house on fire is to be punished
with death in fire.  One who pollutes a street is also punishable.
If anybody defecates or urinates in a place of worship, pilgrim
centre, ponds, etc., is also punishable with fine. But if it is
due to disease or a medical condition beyond control, there
will be no punishment.

There is a fine for throwing dead bodies of cat, dog,
mongoose or snake in a town. The fine will be double if the
dead body is of donkey, horse, cow or camel. AS speaks of
separate way for carrying dead bodies in towns and cities.
There are severe punishments for rapes of different types of
women.

The above description is only of a few examples how
AS cares for the safety of citizens to be enforced by the
government.

Justice

Book three of AS gives the legal measures for protecting
civil rights and punishments for violations and crimes. There
is much to be learned from AS about the implementation of
law strictly and the award of punishments with no lapse. The
principle is that everyone should get justice in time and no
crime should go unpunished.  When a punishment is given
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it should be proportionate to the gravity of the crime. The
increase in crimes in modern times is attributable to those
judicial and executive persons who show laxity in the award
of punishment and in its right execution. A law should act
without favour or hatred.

Defence and Border Security

To deal with the hardships caused by the inimical
neighbouring countries AS has several ideas. We know that
in modern times military strategies have much developed and
the weapons are more devastating than those in Kau¶ilya's
time. However his long descriptions of warfare give us many
useful ideas. AS speaks of populating the border areas with
loyal people who would not play into the hands of the enemies.

Conclusion

This paper has explored only a few ideas and examples
from Kau¶ilya for giving the reader a sense of the efficient
techniques he adopts in building a strong Nation.



Glimpses of Temple Music and

Associated Rituals in the

áaiv¡gamas

K. G. Sheshadri

Introduction

Sa´g¢ta is broadly categorized as consisting of three
interrelated knowledge - G¢taÆ (vocal music), V¡dyaÆ
(instrumental music) and N¤ttaÆ (dance) as scriptures state -

M…“i…∆ ¥……t∆ S… x…fik…∆ S… j…™…∆ ∫…∆M…“i…®…÷S™…i…‰*

It has two major traditions - the North Indian classical
music tradition is called Hindusth¡n¢ while the South Indian
tradition is called Kar¸¡¶ic. Indian classical music has two
foundational elements - R¡ga and T¡la. The R¡ga is based
on a varied repertoire of Svaras (notes including microtones)
that forms the fabric of a deeply intricate melodic structure
while the T¡la measures the time cycle. The Ëgamas refer
to a group of scriptures that are associated with temple rituals,
consecration of deities and their worship, codes of conduct,
spiritual philosophy, yogic procedures to unite the individual
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consciousness with the eternal consciousness and the rites of
initiation. These are broadly classified as áaiva, Skandha,
G¡¸apatya, VaiÀ¸ava and á¡kt¡ Ëgamas. A brief overview
of these Ëgamas and their contents is provided in the
literature.

1
 The subject-matter of the Ëgamas is generally dealt

with under four heads --- Jµ¡nap¡da (Higher knowledge),
Yogap¡da (practice of concentration, methods to purify one's
mind), Kriy¡p¡da (building of temples from their foundation
to their completion, ingredients of worship, iconography as
well as the installation of the images according to prescribed
rules) and Cary¡p¡da (performance of daily worship, austerity,
initiation rites, code of conduct as well as different festivals).
VaiÀ¸av¡gamas regard Lord ViÀ¸u as the Supreme God. They
are broadly classified as P¡µcar¡tr¡gamas and
Vaikh¡nas¡gamas. á¡kt¡gama texts hold Goddess áakti as the
Supreme Goddess and are of two classes namely the V¡ma
and DakÀi¸a. The Devy¡gama and á¡kt¡gamas are distinct in
some respects. The other Ëgamas such as Skandha, G¡¸apatya
and Saura deal on worship related to Skandha, Ga¸e¿a and
S£rya respectively.

Temples played a prominent role in preservation and
development of fine arts. Vocal Music accompanied by playing
of musical instruments as well as Vedic chants and other
hymns synchronized several rituals to the deities in the temple.
While the rituals were governed by rules elaborated in the
Ëgama texts, the temple enclosure and environment were built
on the basis of V¡stu¿¡stra texts. The music and dance
performances were in accordance to the texts of Sa´g¢ta and
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N¡¶ya¿¡stra. The combination of all these factors helped
devotees to enrich their spiritual experiences in temples and
thus attain Yogic bliss with the deity. The present paper gives
a brief introduction to áaiv¡gama and Music literature,
glimpses of temple music, aspects of instruments and rituals
as gleaned from some áaiv¡gamas.

áaiv¡gamas --- A brief overview

The origins of the áaiv¡ite Ëgama literature which are
considered as the basic authoritative texts by áaivasiddh¡ntins,
K¡¿m¢ra áaivas and adherents of V¢ra¿aivism were lost in
obscurity. The áaiv¡gamas traditionally belong to four schools
---The áaivas, the P¡¿upatas, the Soma and Lakula. The
áaiv¡gamas are subdivided into three groups - the left-hand
group (V¡m¡gamas) belonging to the sects like K¡p¡las,
K¡l¡mukhas and Aghoras; the right-hand group (DakÀi¸¡gamas)
belonging to the K¡¿m¢rian Trika system based on the
Svacchand¡gama and other Ëgamas; and the third group called
Siddh¡nt¡gamas that consists of the 28 principal Ëgamas.
These texts hold Lord áiva as the Supreme God. These are
classified as 28 áaiv¡gamas and more than 208 Upa-
áaiv¡gamas as listed

2
. These 28 áaiv¡gamas are traditionally

assumed to have been revealed through Lord áiva's five faces
(most likely in five phases) according to a classification made
in the school of the áaivasiddh¡ntins as follows: (i) from the
Sadyoj¡ta face arose the 'K¡mika, Yogaja, Chinty¡, K¡ra¸¡
and Ajit¡ Ëgamas'; (ii) from the V¡madeva face arose the
'D¢pta, S£kÀma, Sahasra, Am¿umat and Suprabheda Ëgamas';
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(iii) from the Aghora face arose the 'Vijaya, NiÅ¿v¡sa,
Sv¡yambhuva, Anala (or Ëgneya) and V¢r¡gamas ; (iv) from
the TatpuruÀa face arose the 'Raurava, Maku¶a, Vimala,
Candrajµ¡na, Bimba or Mukhabimba Ëgamas' and (v) from
the Ì¿¡na face arose the 'Prodg¢t¡ (Udg¢t¡), Lalita, Siddha,
Sant¡na, Sarvokta, P¡rame¿vara, Kira¸a and Vat£la Ëgamas'.
A brief overview of these texts is described in literature

3
. The

'K¡mik¡gama'
4
 states that several texts originated from the

divine five faces of Lord áiva of which the 28 Ëgamas arose
from his Ì¿¡na face. These texts were further promulgated by
various disciples thus forming a large corpus of áaiv¡ite texts.

History of Sa´g¢ta¿¡stra Literature

Traditional Indian music is derived from the Vedas. The
waves of sound considered to be áabdabrahman originates
from the sky and flows as speech in all beings. Ancient Indian
seers had realized this supreme sound and glorified it in the
form of Stuti (prayers) or music. Almost all known texts of
Music trace the origin of classical music to S¡maveda. árutis
are considered as microtones of Svaras in Indian music. The
Vedic hymns especially the S¡man chants appear to be
melodies of three notes Ud¡tta, Anud¡tta and Svarita. The
áikÀ¡ texts give different interpretations of the three Vedic
notes. According to 'N¡rad¢ya áikÀ¡'

5
 (NS) [I.8.8] ---

=n…k…‰  x…π……nM……xv……Æ…¥…x…÷n…k…‰ @Òπ…¶…nË¥…i……Ë* ∫¥… Æi…|…¶…¥…… ¡‰i…‰
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S¡maveda has four divisions of song chants namely the
Gr¡mageyag¡na, Ëra¸yageyag¡na, Íhag¡na and Uhyag¡na.
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All these were divided into two parts P£rvag¡na and
Uttarag¡na. S¡mag¡na was developed on the basis of Yajµa
rituals and the Svaras were used along with melodies. During
all yajµas, performances of dance and musical instruments
were used. N¡rad¢ya áikÀ¡ (NS) [1.1.3] states that in recitation
of Îgvedic verses, interval between 2 notes is 1 unit
(Ekasvara), in case of G¡thas (that are parts of Br¡hma¸a
texts) it is 2 Svaras and in case of S¡maveda it is 3 Svaras
(that can be extended upto 7 Svaras and 3 octaves). The other
concepts of Music in early Vedic literature have been
discussed in recent literature

6,7
. The concepts of árutis, Svara

and R¡ga in Sanskrit texts have also been dealt by scholars
in recent literature

8
. Some technical terms occurring in musical

texts have also been discussed
9
. The earliest work on dance

and music is the 'N¡¶ya¿¡stra' of Bharatamuni. R¡ghavabha¶¶a's
commentary on the 'Abhijµ¡na¿¡kunt¡lam' of K¡lid¡sa refers
to a work titled 'Ëdibharata'. Lord Brahma is also considered
to be the originator of G¡ndharvaveda. There is also a tradition
of Paµcabharatas to spread G¡ndharvaveda of which
V¤ddhabharata is stated to be a author of a work in 12000
verses (Dv¡da¿as¡hasr¢). The history of Indian music has been
discussed in Sanskrit literature as well as other scholarly
works.

10,11
 Other early works include Kohala's texts such as

'Sa´g¢tameru', 'T¡lalakÀa¸am', 'Abhinaya¿¡stram' and
'Kohal¢yam'; 'Laghuk¡¿yapa' and 'B¤hatk¡¿yapa' attributed to
K¡¿yapa, Nandike¿vara's 'Nand¢¿vara SaÆhit¡', 'Nandimata',
'Abhinayadarpa¸a', 'Bharat¡r¸ava', 'Bharat¡rthacandrik¡' and
'T¡¸·avalakÀa¸am'. N¡rada's texts such as 'Sa´g¢tamakaranda',
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'N¡rada áikÀ¡' and 'Paµcamas¡rasaÆhit¡'; Dattila's 'Dattilam'
(known as G¡ndharvavedas¡ra), 'Hanumatbh¡rata' of Ëµjaneya,
works by other ancient authorities such as YaÀ¶ika, Kambala,
A¿vatara, Mata´gamuni's 'B¤hadde¿¢', those of Vi¿akhila,
R¡va¸a, DakÀapraj¡pati, V¡suki, Agastya, Tumburu,
'Aum¡patam' in form of Um¡ Mahe¿vara saÆv¡da that have
been elaborated by scholars

12
.  The later works include

'Sa´g¢taratn¡kara' of S¡r´gadeva with commentaries of
SiÆhabh£p¡la and 'Kal¡nidhi' of Kallin¡tha,
'Caturda¸·¢prak¡¿ik¡' of Ve´ka¶amakhin, 'Sa´g¢tadarpa¸a' of
D¡modara, 'Sa´g¢tad¡modara' of áubha´kara,
'Sarasvat¢h¤day¡la´k¡ra' of N¡¸yadeva, 'Sa´g¢ta¿¤´g¡rahara'
of king Hamm¢ra, 'Sa´g¢tasudh¡kara' of Harip¡ladeva,
'Sa´g¢tar¡ja' of king Kumbhakar¸a, 'Ënandasaµj¢vana' of king
Madanap¡la, 'Svaramelakal¡nidhi' of R¡m¡matya, Pu¸·ar¢ka
Vi¶h¶hala's 'R¡gamaµjar¢, 'R¡gam¡l¡', 'Àa·r¡gacandrodaya'
and 'Nartananir¸aya'; Soman¡tha's 'R¡gavibodha', Ahobala's
'Sa´g¢tap¡rij¡ta', king Tulaja's 'Sa´g¢tas¡r¡m¤ta' and other
writers that have been discussed by scholars

13
. Some aspects

of music are also found in the Pur¡¸as such as V¡yupur¡¸a,
ViÀ¸udharmottarapur¡¸a [Kha¸·a III, Chap. 18-19] and
B¤haddharmapur¡¸a (BDP). The text of BDP states that N¡da
starts at M£l¡dh¡ra Chakra in the human body and progresses
upwards through the other six chakras in the human body,
becomes Avyakta and is in form of 22 árutis.  R¡gas and
R¡gi¸¢s are stated to have emanated from Lord áiva and
Goddess áakti who are also fundamental to Tantric
Philosophy. The features of several such R¡gas are elaborated
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in literature
14

. In certain Musical Works, N¡·¢s (vessels),
Chakras within the human body are connected with the genesis
of N¡da, áruti and Svaras to awaken Ku¸·alin¢ áakti (the
vital life force coiled in form of serpent).

Traditions of Temple Music

In addition to Vedic chants, Instruments such as Conch-
Shells, Bells and Gongs are commonly used to enhance the
spiritual experience of the devotees during the worship. Several
musical instruments (generally classified as Daiva and Asura
V¡dya were used in temple rituals and a brief overview of
them has been presented by scholars

15,16
. These include

Avanaddha V¡dya (Membrano-phones), Ghana V¡dya
(Idiophones), SuÀira V¡dya (Aerophones) and Ta¶av¡dya
(plucked/ stringed) instruments. The features of some major
instruments used in temples are tabulated in Tab. 1. The
aspects of Musical sculptures and stone pillars are also richly
described in literature

17
. As temples do have a rich

environment of sacred trees, herbs and plants, influence of such
music on these Flora regarding growth, remaining disease free
and other factors have been studied by scholars

18
. Some

traditions of temple music has also been discussed
19

. Several
ritual texts and Ëgamas describe details of musical
performances for daily, weekly, annual rituals and festivals as
well as processions. The main images (M£labera) generally
made of stone are in the sanctum sanctorum and receive daily
rituals whereas metal and moveable images (Utsavabera) are
taken out for processions each receiving the 16 rites of
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adoration (Ào·a¿opac¡rap£ja) and performances of V¡dyam
(instrumental music). R¡gas used in temple services are
classified according to the degree of specificity to ritual or
the time of day or to the association of six daily rituals. The
Mudras done by priests during rituals worshipping the deities
were also supported by certain rhythms to be played on
instruments. A brief list of R¡gas used for various temple
rituals, time of execution according to traditions in Tanjore
area of Tamil Nadu is tabulated in Tab. 2.

Tab. 1. Major musical instruments used in Temple rituals

Name of Musical Features / Characteristics
Instrument

Ce¸·a (Valantala - bass Large cylindrical drum fixed vertically on the
side and I¶antala - player's body and played with left hand
Treble side) fingers or a stick in right/ both hands.

Ilatalam Two heavy middle sized bronze cymbals
played vertically up and down.

E·aikka Hour glass shaped drum with 4 strings set in
motion as drone when drum is beaten

Timila Small hour glass shaped drum fixed vertically
on body played with both hands.

Maram Small bifacial cylindrical drum held horizon-
tally played with both palms.

Maddalam Double headed drum tied horizontally to
waist and played with both palms.

Mizhavu Big egg shaped drum produces loud sound.
Has a goat skin parchment.
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Tavil Bifacial barrel-shaped drum with buffalo and
goat skin parchments played with slim sticks

Kaµjira Single faced open type drum with deer skin

U·ukku, I·akkai Thin lining drum with high pitch sounds that
can be varied by tension.

M¤da´ga Double sided drum made of jackfruit wood
with goat skin parchments and leather straps.

N¡gasvaram Double reed instrument with a conical bore
which gradually enlarges towards the lower
end. Has 7 finger holes. Traditions state the
reed is derived from áivali´gam or sounds of
Lord áiva representing Paµc¡kÀara

Paµcamukhav¡dyam Metal drum with five tubular projecting faces
(Mukha) named after the faces of Lord áiva;
pitch varied by adjusting the squeeze of skin
parchment.

Kombu Buckle C-shaped brass horn played in
different pitches.

Conch Sea shell conch symbolizing 'Omkara'

Kuzhal Double reed instrument of oboe type

·ava¸·ai Two-faced drum shaped like an hourglass.
The two ends are covered with goatskin
stretched by use of cords. Only one side is
struck with a stick.

Thiruchinnam Two long Brass pipes shaped similar to
N¡gasvaram and joined by a chord played by
blowing together

Ve¸u Flutes and their varieties

V¢¸¡ Stringed instrument of various types
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Tab. 2. R¡gas in temple rituals according to traditions in
Tanjore area of Tamil Nadu

Six time rituals Approx. R¡gas used in rituals
time

Sacred awakening in 5.30 a.m. Bh£p¡lam
bed chamber

Holy morning rituals to 6.00 a.m. Bau½i, Malayam¡rutam,
awaken the deities from M¡y¡m¡½avagau½a,
sleep N¡dan¡makriya,

Revagupti Valaji

Morning worship 8.00 a.m Ëbog¢, Ërabi, As¡v®ri, Bilahari,
Dhaºyasi, D®vag¡nd¡ri
and K®d¡ram

Mid-day worship 11.00 a.m Ba´ga½a, Ma¸ira´gu,
Madhyam¡vati, Sr¢r¡gam

Evening worship 5.00 p.m. Bhairavi, Darb¡r, Harik¡mb°ji,
Kaly¡¸i, K¡mb°ji,
Kharaharapriy¡, N¡takuranji,
Panduvar¡½i, P£rvikaly¡¸i

Second time worship 7.00 p.m. Ëb®ri, Ënandabairavi, A¶¡¸a,
B®ga·a, K¡na·a, K®d¡r¡ga

Midnight worship 9.00 p.m. Lalita, Navaroj

Worship at bed chamber 9.30 p.m. N¢l¡mbari

Further there are certain instruments to be played when
the deity is stopped at certain points in the course of procession
for certain rites to be performed. They are also played in
various speeds (K¡lams) and subdivisions of beats (Na·ai).
Further musicians also rendered R¡gam elaborations (Ël¡pana),
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Pallavi, K¢rtanas specific to various local traditions. Special
types of instruments were employed according to the traditions
of individual temples such as Paµcamukhav¡dyam and
N¡gasvaram [Tiruv¡rur Ty¡gar¡jasv¡m¢ Temple and
Tirutturaip£¸·¢ (Tanjore)], S¡ra´gi in temples of Tirunelveli,
Te´k¡si and Ku¶r¡lam; Conches and N¡gasvaram in
Suc¢ndram (Kany¡kumar¢); Chinnat¡lam, ·ava¸·ai,  Ek¡lam,
Ki·iki¶¶i, Namari, Flutes and Clarinet in B¤had¢¿vara temple
(Tanjore); Tavil and O¶¶u in Chidambaram Na¶ar¡ja temple.
Certain R¡gas were considered appropriate for the deity as
it evokes a certain Rasa and traditions varied with temples
coupled with the T¡las as well as prominent compositions of
the Musical trinities --- Ty¡gar¡jasv¡m¢, Muttusv¡mi D¢kÀitar,
áy¡m¡¿¡strigal or of Annam¡c¡rya, Sv¡ti Tiru¸¡l or recent
musicians that were dear to the deity and also attracted the
musical attention of devotees. There were also certain rituals
associated with musical instruments. In some temples of
Kerala, certain other rituals such as consecration of a new
drum (such as Paµcamukhav¡dyam, Mizhavu) into the existing
set of instruments are performed as a ritual termed as 'M¤da´ga
Upanayanam'. There are also pitch variations such as those
in N¡gasvaram traditions [5½ Ka¶¶ai, 2 Ka¶¶ai] and so on.
N¡gasvaram musicians generally perform R¡gas such as
áa´kar¡bhara¸a, Bhairav¢, N¡¶¶ai, ár¢r¡ga, Kaly¡¸¢, Mohana,
To·¢ and Punnagavar¡l¢ to please deities.

Music in the áaiv¡gamas

Several áaiv¡gamas have elaborate rituals regarding
worship of Lord áiva and Goddess áakti as well as other
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attendant deities in temples. In the course of various rituals,
processions and festivals these texts have descriptions of
musical and dance performances, the R¡gas and T¡las used,
the arrangements or positioning of the instruments in certain
rituals and other aspects. There exist several types of musical
instruments mentioned in these texts. All these aspects of
music gleaned from various áaiv¡gamas are presented below.
The 'V¡tul¡gama' speaks of five musical sounds -

n…ØÚV…∆ S…Ë¥… ∂…R¬ÛJ…∆ S… ±……‰Ω∆ ∫…÷ π…Æ®…‰¥… S…* M…‰™…∆ ∫…¥…‰«& ∫…®……™…÷HÚ& ∂…§n&
{…\S… ¥…v…& ∫®…fii…&**

The text also mentions 18 musical instruments such as
Bher¢, M¤da´ga, Maddala, Dundubhi, T¡la, Ka¶aha, Tury¡,
Tumburu, V¢¸¡, Ve¸u, N£pura, ·i¸·ima, Madduka, amaruka,
Dhavala, áabda, Pamba and Pa¶aha

20
. The 'Ajit¡gama'

21
 (AG)

[Kriy¡pada, 27.129-131] considers combination of voice with
four types of instruments as Paµcamah¡¿abda that are dear
to Lord áiva and performed during rituals and festivities.
Further the text AG [Kriy¡pada, 27.120-126] describes the
Bher¢p£j¡ beginning with the worship of deities governing its
parts, offering flowers, food and T¡mb£la (offerings of
combination of betel leaves, arecanut and fruits) invoking
several other Gods. The 'V¢r¡gama'

22
 [65.45-46] mentions that

music and dance accompany the fasting during the night of
festivities of Lord áiva.

x…fik…M…‰™…∫…®……™…÷HÚ… Æ…j……Ë V……M…Æ∆ =S™…i…‰*

The 'K¡mik¡gama'
23

 (KG) is rich in various aspects of
music. The text KG [Uttarap¡da, 6.104-106] describes the
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divinities worshipped in parts of a drum. These include Rudra
(in middle face of the drum), Brahma (in right face), (in left
face), S£rya (in right side of ring), Chandra (left side of ring),
Saptam¡t¤kas (on 7 wedges), 11 Rudras (place covered by
wedges), Skandha (on drum stick). Similar divinities are
mentioned in the 'Raurav¡gama'

24
 [Kriy¡pada,.18.49-50] and

'Suprabhed¡gama'
25

 (SPG) [I.14.42-43]. Each deity is invoked
and worshipped with offerings reciting the H¤dayamantra and
the drum is rhythmically beat by reciting Astra mantra. The
person who beats the drum is first sprinkled with water
charmed by Paµc¡kÀaramantra by the priests, adored with
offerings of clothes, sandal and fruits and then the drum is
lifted and given into his arms to play it rhythmically. Several
musical instruments are played during Bali offerings in temples
as stated in KG [Uttarap¡da, 6.389-390] such as Mardala,
Pa¶aha, Bher¢, ár¢kha¸·a and áa´kha. The text SPG [I.14.45-
46] also mentions about specific T¡las performed during Bali
rites and specific to the various directions. While describing
the worship of áivali´ga facing west, the text KG [Uttarap¡da,
6.66] states that during the performance of ablutions to the
deity, various hymns (especially those from Vedic texts and
Tev¡ram literature) are chanted with rendering of songs in
Gau·a, Dr¡vi·a and 18 other languages played along with
instruments. Further, the Bher¢ drum is significantly played
before hoisting the flag during various festivities in the temple.
This tradition is echoed by various texts such as 'K¡ra¸¡gama'

26

[I.141.3] -

¶…‰Æ“®……n…Ë ∫…®…÷k……b¨ v¥…V……Æ…‰Ωh…®……Æ¶…‰i…¬*
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as well as in the 'D¢pt¡gama'
27

 [83.15-16] as

¶…‰Æ” i…÷ i……b™…‰i{…⁄¥…» v¥…V…®……Æ…‰{…™…‰k…i…&*
+R¬ÛE÷ÚÆ…h™…{…«™…‰i{…∂S……n¬˘¶…‰Æ“{…⁄¥…«GÚ®……iEfiÚi…®…¬**

The 'Ajit¡gama' (AG) [Kriy¡pada, 27.23] also states -

BEÚ…Ω®……Æ¶…‰r“®……x…¬ ¶…‰Æ“i……bx…{…⁄¥…«EÚ®…¬**

Elsewhere the 'K¡mik¡gama' states that drum should be
placed facing South with the holy Trident back of it during
worship. In course of Bali offerings, the text KG [Uttarap¡da,
6.115-118] states that music pertaining to each direction is to
be performed as tabulated in Tab. 3.

Tab. 3. R¡gas and T¡las performed during Bali rites as in
KG [Uttarap¡da, 6.115-118]

Direction in which T¡las R¡gas
rite performed

Brahma Brahma Megha

East Sama G¡ndh¡ra

South East Baddh¡vana Kolli

South Bh¤´gi¸¢ Kau¿ika

South-West Malla Na¶¶abh¡Àa

West Nav¡khya ár¢k¡mara

North-west Bali Takke¿i

North Ko¶ik¡ Tarkar¡ga

North-east ·hakkar¢ ¿¡lap¡¸i

The Ëgamas also give specific list of instruments for each
type of festivities as mentioned by the text (KG) [Uttarap¡da,
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6. 392-395] such as use of all musical instruments for all
Adhama modes of worship, Conch and Kahala for Madhyama-
Madhyama mode, all instruments for Madhyamottama mode,
50 instruments for Uttamottama, 24 for Uttam¡dhama and 34
for Uttamamadhyama modes of daily worship. There exist also
omens pertaining to certain instruments. If a Bher¢ drum raised
sound on its own, it forebodes a great pandemic according
to KG [Uttarap¡da, 6. 73-75]. One had to perform á¡nti Homa
by sprinkling charmed water with Astramantras. Several other
omens as well as pr¡ya¿citta (pacificatory) rituals are given
in other texts such as for events like the breaking of the drum
stick, tearing off the leather parchment of drums, the snapping
or breaking of stringed instruments and so on. Certain áaiva
temples adhere to rituals of a specific Ëgama text. In the
Suc¢ndram temple, the worship at dawn termed as UÀaÅ p£j¡
(or Udayam¡rt¡¸·a p£j¡) is performed according to the rituals
described in 'Uttara K¡ra¸¡gama'. The afternoon rituals
(Uccha p£j¡) are commenced along with performances of
N¡gasvaram musicians, drummers, flute players accompanied
by chanting of hymns.

Conclusions and Scientific Discussions

The ancient Ëgama literature is vast, existing in private
and manuscript collections of which many such texts are
yet to be published or critically evaluated. They deal on
different types of temple rituals, their constructional aspects,
iconography, harmonious collection of materials such as
stones, wood and other materials for making flagstaffs, idols
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and features related to promotion of arts such as music and
dance. In various Hindu rituals, bells, gongs and conches are
used in addition to Vedic chants and other mantras in temples.
Bell ringing during prayers helps to control ever wandering
mind and focus on the deity. From a Tantric perspective, the
sound of a bell energizes the six chakras, balances energy
distribution in body and awakens the Ku¸·alin¢ áakti. The
blowing of conches also enhances spiritual experiences of
devotees during worship. During temple rituals there are chants
of Vedic hymns, other mantras and sounds of bells, gongs,
conches and other musical instruments. The effects of such
sounds in Vedic rituals have been reported

28
. The sound

produced in various types of drums depends on their
construction, leathers used, volume of resonator, size and the
rhythmic beats. The use of various leather skins such as those
of goat, deer or certain reptiles gives variations in sounds as
these leather skins are dried under tension and their fibre
orientations change. The sound density also varies depending
on various woods used for the manufacture of such percussion
instruments such as those of Neem, Teak, Mango, Jackfruit
trees. Certain performances in temples involve various
rhythmic structures with specific combination of beats and
strokes in each phase, the use of different R¡gas and T¡las.
Several documentary research is still required on these varying
traditions in different temples as well as research into the
different acoustic behavior of musical instruments spread all
over the country including the effects of such performances
on spiritual enhancement as well as preserving local music
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traditions. Indologists, Engineers and scholars well versed in
Ëgamas and Sa´g¢ta¿¡stras will benefit by such Inter-
disciplinary research into these traditions that will allow us
to appreciate our ancient Indian sciences and arts.
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Madhwa --- Will, Coercion and

Self-determinism

Dr. N. Usha Devi

The socio-cultural formation brought into being by Sri
Madhw¡c¡rya, the great Dvaita philosopher of India, involved
a process of thinking, traceable to the Vedic age.  It is a
conception of Truth that is subjectively a priori that does not
regard transcendence into it an absolute necessity.  In whatever
manner and means, this leads to the conceptualized knowledge
and understanding of the Truth.  It does not belong to the
senses.  However, it presupposes a way that any perception
on these two  occur in accordance with the adventitious factors
like, innate impressions, impulses from the environment and
the coercion within our own.  Hence, for acceptance or
rejection of the outputs of these activities, it is the psyche
that is to be attended upon. It is the structure of the psyche
in conjunction with the environment to which our material
body belongs and the functional disorders arising out of the
structured or non-structured impulses of the environment that
sets the morbid goal of achieving the desired goal of
'happiness'.  There the search for some deterministic Will ends
and one is able to discover the subjective conditions of the
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a priori. Whenever this discovery occurs, the deterministic Will
finds a peculiar 'something' beyond our sensitivity.  This is
the truth or Knowledge, according to Madhwa.

Before reflecting on the deliberations of Madhwa, let me
discuss about his foundational arguments on the subjectivity.
Madhva reflectively addresses the two-fold nature of man---one
characterized as 'Self' or 'Soul' that falls in the existential realm
and the other independent of it having attributes (Vi¿eÀas), the
Lord or more appropriately idealized as Lord N¡r¡ya¸a.
Looking closely into his views on the notion of the self, he
holds that the self is only a part of the Will of the Lord. Here,
it can be said that Madhwa contradicts the subjective view of
the human soul presented by the other Ved¡ntic philosophers.
Accordingly, he lays emphasis on the dynamic nature of the
Supreme Lord who is sole mover of the wheel of the Universe.
With his own purposes and dynamic actions His Will creates
proactively everything that is objectivity in this world. There
is no coming into existence or disappearance of this Being and
so He is the Supreme Being. In the case of the soul or the
self, its existence depends on the predetermined Will of the
Lord.  This can schematically be categorized through the
intervention of the compulsions of karma and the paroxysm
of the environment.  The so-called coercive convulsions occur
as a part of the inner concealed impressions developed in the
past life.  These impressions are the indispensable functions
of the soul. The impulsions from the bodily and the
environmental impacts come under the schema of our
understanding for which we become conscious of. The latter
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are presented as the appearances as mere forms of objects. The
real modes of activity are no doubt determined by the intricate
functions of the soul. Such activities are hardly likely to be
understood by the soul in its normal condition. Then the
question is how the agent who determines the nature of the
soul effecting of objectivity entirely of itself, independent of
Will, intelligible, should appropriately be reasoned thereof.

Man being a disinterested spectator and also a social
being, the possibility of existence of the soul pure in nature
by itself is a necessary requisite. Without this, there cannot
be an orderly, interconnected whole that can manifest into
manifoldness. The soul having a derived empirical existence
can be different in different times. All its possibilities of
coming into being are determined by the Lord or the Supreme
Soul based on one's activities only. Therefore, as Madhwa
points out,  Karma has greater relevance in human person.
This karma is expressed in the form of coercive sensual desires
and motivations.  The will in human beings is influenced by
sensual desires and motivations and hence it can be referred
to as arbitrium sensitivum, i.e., influenced by coercive sensual
motives. But the fact is that there is in man a power that is
self-deterministic and independent of all coercions brought
about by sensual impulses. The Will of the Lord which can
begin to act of itself determines the nature of the soul
influenced by the antecedent actions of each soul. It should
especially be noted that for Madhwa there is no salvation
without complete imputation of karma. The totality of
conditions that leads to salvation does not deny knowledge.
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However, this knowledge is to be regarded as only an aid to
salvation. Karma presupposes that although something has
been accomplished in this world, it ought to have continuation
in salvation for enjoying bliss in that state. A contrariety to
the performance of karma is that salvation can even force and
influence in producing something in time that depends on the
nature of karma performed and thereby paving the way for
a new life event. The significant aspect indicated here by
Madhwa is that while the effects are found in empirical
conditions determined by the Will of the Lord the intelligible
cause is independent of any empirical laws of Karma. Madhwa
clarifies that though the Lord is intelligible in action He does
not initiate actions by his own but with the Will associated
with Him. Let me discuss about the Arbitrium Sensitivum,
or the nature of the Will. The deterministic coercive impulsive
imperatives that form the ground thereof may deliver an
estimate concerning the Lord who is attributed with perfection
and is designated as ViÀ¸u.

The Arbitrium Sensitivum

The will in Man like other animals is affected by sensuous
motives. But unlike other animals his will is not arbitrum
brutam. It means that the latter are endowed with sensuous
motives that are necessitated for life. The will of man is
arbitrium sensitivum. This is because his sensibility does not
necessitate action. Action is determined by a power, within
itself.  It is self-deterministic and is not impounded by any
coercion brought out through sensual impulses directed
inwards from the environment. It is significant that man sees
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the whole of the external world through senses, knows himself
through internal perception. The latter one does not involve
any receptivity of sensibility. The senses can adapt to the
knowledge of the visible world and the causal laws of nature.
Man may gather reasons for what sorts of actions are
conducive for his living in this world. Thereby he gets an
estimate of the actions necessary for salvation.  The will has
its constituent faculty of desire. A will that is free of all
sensuous impulses directed by motives only can help one to
overcome the immediate effects of sensual experiences.  This
will bring salvation in time. The control of coercions from
the environment that are not determinable through sensual
experiences but only with sensual impulses can be brought
out through actions of the will and self-determination.

According to Madhwa there is no act like original act
that brings in a series of acts in association with sensual
impulses. For him, Karma is beginningless.

1
 Karma is no doubt

the determining factor in causality. This position he justifies
through the account in authentic texts like BhaviÀyapur¡¸a that
Lord ViÀ¸u is instrumental in bringing sins and merits with
the help of past actions. He also denies any other insentient
principle like prak¤ti or pradh¡na being the causative principle.
This is because these are known only through inference and
hence not appropriate in establishing the causality.

Madhwa holds that as a faculty of concept the concept
itself is close to the essential nature of defining the Lord, the
Supreme Being. However, the Lord beyond all these concepts
is but the only form not in relation to the objects or more
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aptly to the Arbitrium sensitivum. Madhwa synthesizes the
constituents of the Being. He comprehendingly distinguishes
the characteristic attributes of this Being beyond the sensitivum
that are independent of the premise of sensitivum. For him,
the Lord is complete in Himself, pure and without any external
imputation.  In contrast to the general knowing, the knowledge
or understanding about the Lord in so far as this corresponds
to a mode of knowledge, it is in its entirety with regard to
that particular attribute. The latter becomes the matter of
judgment for oneself and that is the Lord himself. Since matter
of a judgment belongs to the given knowledge in a particular
mode for oneself, one cannot declare that this is final
knowledge about the Lord. Madhwa considers that there are
infinite attributes in the Lord which will be difficult to
understand in their entirety. That is where the scriptures
provide the key to a possibility of judging the attributes of
the Lord. Madhwa avers that the inquisitive knowledge on any
of the attributes discussed in the scriptures is sufficient to
know the Lord.  It is a mere activity of understanding and
the result is the knowledge of that Lord. There is no
contradiction in the case of judgment about Lord.

2
 Here the

Supreme, augmented by all kinds of power, is no doubt
Omnipotent and eternal and is ever blissful. The understanding
of this fact is the state of Salvation.

Coercion

Then, what is that mode of knowledge that comes in the
form of manifold Sensitivum or particularly the case of object
relatedness? Madhwa explains that in its most general sense
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the knowledge of object-relatedness is the act of the premise
of sensitivum and not directed by the Lord. The knowledge of
senses directed to the objects involves the coercive factors---
coercion being the term used for compulsion or intimidation
by some other. It may occur in the form of external
environmental impulses and is related to the sensitivum. As
such, it can be said that the coercive factors related to J¢va
has the impact from internal environment. It is peculiar that
both have the involvement of the constitutive elements---Air,
Earth, Water, Fire and Space though in varied dimensions such
as macro and micro levels. When the Sensuous elements
become free of the external impulses, there arises the
knowledge of the internal Self or J¢va. But in the later state
there is influence of one's accumulated past karmas or the micro
elements of the five elements. For Madhwa, as there is the
impact of the micro elements such knowledge is not completely
free of the impact of the micro elements. It is constituted of
demerits and is true till the idea as reality of the world exists
in the mind. When the mind becomes freed of these coercive
forces, the understanding that arises regarding the Lord is the
true Knowledge which is complete (Parip£r¸a). Madhwa
considers that knowledge involves something to be known and
that cannot be accomplished without activity. The spontaneity
of Knowledge requires that all the impulses of activities in the
form of demerits be gone through in a certain way.

According to Madhwa, the point is made emphatically
clear following the S£trak¡ra in the s£tra 'Kart¡
á¡str¡rthavatv¡t'.

3
 The s£tra here expresses the act of existence
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as conditioned by the demerits and actions on the part of J¢va.
Further, J¢va having the power of receptivity of the
determinable (the Lord) by its own deep-rooted inner nature
derived from the Lord, is the doer.

4
 The Lord enables J¢va

to pursue a course of action according to its freewill and the
imputed actions in previous life. But the constraints in the form
of the five elements also have certain consequences on the
course of action determined by J¢va. Regarded as a causality
of things J¢va though starts its activities in the micro world,
its sensibility of effects comes only in the sensible world.
Madhwa makes it clear that though J¢va has the full power
to enable causality, the final power lies in the Lord only. The
Lord, initiates actions through vesting power on His special
attributes (Aghatitaghatan¡pat¢yas¢ áaktih) and allows J¢va to
pursue the process of the creation, the effects being freely
determined by itself.

Madhwa puts forth one more significant factor involved
in acquiring the knowledge of the Lord -- that is the element
of 'grace' from the part of the Lord and not from any other
source or resultant action. One is entitled for 'grace' when freed
of all demerits and that is bestowed upon only by the Lord
Himself. It is to this sort of pure karma that one must direct
his attention so that meritorious acts accumulated over time
paves way for receptivity to 'grace.' The knowledge regarding
the Lord is purely in the domain of the function of the Soul.

The blind Dichotomy in the concept of J¢va and the Self:

Madhwa examines the nature of dichotomy involved in
knowledge and thereby the constitution of human being. He
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observes that whatever may be the origin of our sensual
experiences, either due to the impact of the external
environment or due to the causes in the form of karmas (both
current and accumulated), these are of empirical origin.  Hence
it can be said that these belong to the inner sense or what
is called the soul or self, J¢v¡tman. All our knowledge belongs
to this J¢v¡tman and is subject to the determinants of that.
This brings in the relational knowledge as well as the
knowledge of the Lord. In fact, Madhwa, proceeds further
saying that man as a social being and as a disinterested
spectator has the capacity to understand the nature of the Lord
in a particular attributed form through a continual process of
detachment, devotion and the like.

To analyze the elaboration on the nature of the Self by
Madhwa, it can be said that the Self as Brahman need be
enquired into by those who are desirous of liberation and as such
it is only the eligible who can undertake the enquiry as declared
in the Brahmas£tra.

5
 The enquiry is necessitated due to the

requirement of grace from the Lord. Further according to him,
the word 'atah' denotes ViÀ¸u or the Lord as the cause of
everything and so is required to be enquired into. It is self
revealing. Even though J¢va is also self-revealing it is distinct
from Brahman as it is described as a¸u. Further there is no
purpose to be achieved in enquiring into the nature of
Brahman, the Lord. It is only when one is able to understand
the attributed Brahman that we are in a position to say that we
know the Lord. Here what is significant is that Madhwa
recognizes the unity of the Self and J¢va. Any contrariety will
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be declared deceptive. Then the question is in terms of
practicality: How it can be possible for one to find this
nature of Brahman who by His own choice is creative in
His conditioned powers. The causality, according to
Madhwa, is traceable to the action-oriented attributes of
Brahman--- gu¸ap£r¸atva, srÀty¡dyactakartrtva, svatantratva,
sarvottamatva, sarvaniy¡makatva, acinty¡dbhuta¿aktitva and
sarva¿abdav¡cyatva. This is clearly referred to in the scriptures
as attributes of Brahman. This knowledge is evident from the
right imperatives of the ¿rutis themselves and it is made possible
only through the process of samanvaya. The point highlighted
here is that the causality expresses a kind of necessity, a
necessity that is traceable to the Will of the Lord. Madhwa
clarifies that Will of the Lord frames to itself with perfectness
in objects and it adapts to empirical conditions (the so-called
impulse factors). The different attributes have different effects
in regard to the actions, the latter adapting to the laws of nature
and producing their own effects. Thus the power to produce
objects according to his own ideas from the power of will in
man, the resultant of Causality becomes an empirical factor.

Madhwa emphasizes also the dual nature of Will in
human beings which is involved in discovering its own true
nature, the nature of Brahman. Perhaps it will never take place
in empirical conditions characterized by impulses. The
gu¸ap£r¸atva of Brahman makes it difficult to understand in
its entirety. Therefore, he proposes the necessity of an inquiry
into the nature of Brahman. Again, Madhwa expounds that
our inner capacity to inquire into the nature of Brahman alone
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is not sufficient to have the knowledge of Brahman, but His
'Grace' is also essential (Sa hi Sarvamanov¤ttiprerakaÅ).  For
him God can be realized only by those whom the God chooses.
It is clear that enquiry into the nature of Brahman can be had
only after 'eligibility is obtained' (Atha). The eligibility refers
to 'the innate capacity to attain liberation' which is the
imperative of the word Atha in Brahmas£tra --- Ath¡to
Brahmajijµ¡s¡, according to Madhwa.

6

Now, Madhwa raises an important question: Why cannot
Brahman be the constitutive subjectivity? The claim by certain
philosophers that it cannot be the subject in any way as there
is no doubt about Brahman is rejected by Madhwa. For him
Brahman is the subject of enquiry designated as 'Brahman' and
the subject of enquiry is to be known.

7
 Another noteworthy

point raised by Madhwa here is that since Brahman possesses
all attributes or vi¿eÀas, it is different from J¢va that has few
attributes only. The way the Lord activates J¢va is by His own
creative energy out of His will and thereby makes the latter
dependent on the Lord. Hence deliberations on the identity
of J¢va with Brahman is on the one hand be ascribed to
receptivity of sensibility and on the other to incorrect
understanding of the s£tras. Also the s£tra refers to the Atomic
(a¸u) nature of J¢va and there will not be any reason to frame
the idea of identity of J¢va with Brahman. Therefore, Brahman
is the only subject of enquiry.

The Will and Self--determinism

In the context of the UpaniÀadic statement, God as beyond
the level of J¢va is the cause of initiating actions according
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to His will and for His pleasure.
8
 Madhwa considers God not

as the cause of actions in J¢va, for, if it is so, all the actions
that are performed by J¢vas could not be with defects and
there will not be any prejudice towards J¢vas in general. It
is also not due to the beginningless karma which would imply
all J¢vas as good only being eternal like the karma. He takes
J¢va as having its own distinctive nature which is intrinsic
to it (Svar£payogyat¡).

9
 So bringing in the intrinsic nature of

J¢vas he presupposes that Karma flows as its outward
expression in terms of good or bad actions through volitional
activity (puruÀaprayatna) without which the svabh¡va cannot
be developed to its full nature.

10
 Even if this is so, it is due

to the Will of God that all J¢vas develop the intrinsic nature.
God only allows developing the intrinsic nature of J¢vas in
accordance with the moral law or to change the nature of
beings though he has the power to do that. It should especially
be noted here that the moral law is held supreme by Madhwa
which he considers 'as an expression of the Divine will itself'.

11

In this context, how Madhwa makes a distinction between
determinism and free will requires a proper understanding of
the concepts.  'Determinism' in its general terms refers to the
view that each cause has an antecedent condition as a result
of a prior action and that every action in the present will
produce an effect in the future. The concept of determinism
is represented in the Indian context, by the doctrine of karma.
Thus, according to determinism, each karma is part of a causal
chain.  But Madhwa here makes it clear that karma is traceable
to the inherent nature of J¢vas and determinism is limited to
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J¢va and it is the Will of God that prevails in continuation
of the causal chain. It is the Will of the God that lets J¢vas
get evolved without interfering in their activities.  In the
elaboration on free will it can be said that it is the ability
of one to make choice from alternative courses of actions
available to him without any coercion. It should be noted that
for Madhwa 'freedom' or 'free will', is mutually consistent with
Divine control. This is truly in conformance with his
Svar£pabhedav¡da.

The difficulty which then occurs is in the form of dealing
with the question regarding the nature of Liberation. The
solution that is offered by Madhwa in this direction is that
while the effects are found in the form of multiplicity of J¢vas,
the intelligible cause, the God with the root of causality
element within Him is outside the causation and is
independent. It is very important to note here that the God,
intelligible in its actions is the cause of everything and no
action begins in this active being but the active being initiates
actions in J¢vas asserting that the sensible effects become
productive in the sensible world only and leads to continuation
of series of causes. Self-determination of will does not imply
an action; it is only determination of choice that brings in
change in the nature of J¢vas. Madhwa thus makes it clear
that J¢vas have independent existence based on the nature of
Karma but are dependent on the Supreme Lord, N¡r¡ya¸a,
who is attributed and thereby justifies the Dvaitic
conceptualization. The intrinsic nature (AdrÀtaniyama) of the
souls leads to intrinsic diversity of human nature.

12
 This adrÀta
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is nothing else than 'an¡disvar£payogy¡' of the individual
souls.  J¢va is not created out of a void but he is an expression
of the nature of God.

Conclusion

The philosophy of Dvaita or Dualism brought forth by
ár¢ Madhw¡c¡rya finds a distinction between J¢vas and
Brahman or the Supreme Lord, N¡r¡ya¸a. His conceptualization
actually brings in a differentiation between J¢vas and Brahman
in that both have absolute sovereignty and freedom of
existence but it is the Will in Brahman that makes J¢vas
pursue their life.  The will of the Lord actively initiating
actions (karma) in J¢vas has its constitutive Vi¿eÀas. It is
Sv¡tantryav¡da which is the doctrine of the absolute
sovereignty and freedom of the Divine Will to express and
manifest itself in any way it likes; Sv¡tantrya makes all the
objects appear as separate though in essence they are not
separate from samvit (Universal Consciousness) and which
does not conceal the nature of the Supreme.  J¢vas due to
their Svar£payogyat¡ (intrinsic nature) and volitional activity
develop into their full nature wherein the karma flows as their
outward expression. But here also it is said that the chain of
causality is initiated by the Lord Himself and is independently
continued by J¢vas which are dependent on the Lord based
on the moral laws of nature. The free Will of the Lord is
mutually consistent with the Divine control and is in
conformance with the Svar£pabhedav¡da. Through this
conceptualization Madhwa explains the existence of the
plurality of selves as a result of AdrÀtaniyama, i.e., in the
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intrinsic diversity of human nature. The term adrÀta is taken
in the sense of an¡disvar£payogyat¡ of the individual souls.
This explains the free will and the existence of evil and
suffering in this world.

The schematism by which Madhwa elaborates the
constitutive subjectivity is significant as he considers the grace
of the Lord an essential element in achieving liberation. This
grace is bestowed when all demerits associated with J¢vas are
effervesced in a continual process of detachment, devotion,
and dedication to the Lord and whereby the seeker of Brahman
gets the eligibility to have this grace of the Lord. It is
significant to note here that for Madhwa, J¢vas have separate
identity and independent existence than Brahman. The soul
existing in the empirical realm has the constitutive element
of karma in the form of coercive sensual desires and
motivations or will and it is the arbitrium sensitivum. Since
Karma is without beginning it is the determining factor in the
chain of causality.
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Philosophy of Kalarippayattu for

Self-Transformation

Dr. S. Bhuvaneshwari

Introduction
1
Kerala, often eulogised as god's own country, is a land

of rich heritage and culture. It carries a legacy of innovative
continuity of its traditional knowledge, especially in the field
of arts, medicine, mathematics and poetry, seeking its
relevance in contemporary times. The land is also known for
its indigenous martial art, viz., Kalarippayattu. The heroic
events of great warriors of the Malabar describing their feat
in this martial art are recorded in the oral tradition, that is
coming down to us as the Va·akkan P¡¶¶uga½ (Songs of
Malabar warriors). The word "Kalarippayattu", refers to the
arena (Kalari) of practising the martial art (Payattu). Almost
every village of Kerala has a 'Kalari' which is considered as
the centre of learning. Kalarippayattu is a wholistic martial
art developed in the cultural ethos of ancient Indian system
of ethics and moral conduct. In this paper, we shall attempt
to derive the pragmatic principles of Kalarippayattu, which are
deeply rooted in philosophical outlook, that promises to bring
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about a transformation and contribute to the overall health of
an individual and the society.

Kalari: Place of Martial Training

Kalarippayattu is probably the only martial form which
not only teaches 'how to hurt an enemy' but it also sensitises
the mind by revealing 'how the hurt is' and 'how to cure that
hurt'. Therefore, Kalarippayattu can be well defined as the
'martial and healing art' of Kerala. There are three main styles
of Kalari viz., the northern, the central and the southern styles,
of which the northern style is attributed to have originated
from Lord Para¿ur¡ma. The northern style further consists of
further sub-divisions, one of which is known as Arappukai.
The philosophical idea behind the training of Arappukai
northern style kalarippayattu is extracted in this paper. The
tradition of Kalari includes the practice of martial techniques
and preparation of medicine. The place of martial training, i.e.,
the Kalari, is revered as a temple. Based on the specific
purpose, four types of Kalaris are known to exist that comply
with the norms of traditional architectural science of Kerala.
The fascinating concept of Kalari building is its modest
appearance with a specific purpose. For instance, a Kuzhi-
Kalari or the 'pit-Kalari' is a place for regular martial practice
during the early phases of martial training. The 'pit-Kalari' of
42x21 feet, dug 4 feet deep, has its ground made of red sand
mixed with various local herbs that acts as the 'first-aid'
treatment for a martial practitioner who may get hurt during
the martial training. Thus, the first lesson of the importance
of developing a tough mind to accept the fact of getting hurt
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and the presence of an immediate remedy is demonstrated by
the very structure of Kalari. Another type of Kalari is a
PratiÀ¶h¡-Kalari that is built after retirement from Kalari
teaching. It serves the purpose of providing solitude for the
practice of meditation and spiritual upliftment of a Kalari
practitioner. The need for transition in human life is envisaged
and the necessity to move from a highly active life to a quiet
life is again illustrated through the life of a Kalari practitioner,
in relation to the construction of a Kalari.

Worship in Kalari: Symbolism and Reality

The reverential attitude of expressing gratitude to deities
and preceptor forms an integral part of Kalari training. The
Kalari consists of Poothara (Fig. 1) or the place where the
flowers are offered, visualising the union of matter and
consciousness that is symbolised as áakti. The Poothara is a
seven-tiered wooden structure representing the seven dh¡tus
of the human body and in its apex is placed a heart-shaped
object symbolising the consciousness principle, where the lamp
is lit.

Next to this Poothara is the Ga¸apati-thara or the place
where Lord Ga¸apati is seated. Interestingly, the form of
Ga¸apati is invoked by placing "o¶¶a", a tusk-shaped wooden
stick, that is part of the martial wooden weapon training. Next
to it is the Guru-thara or the place where the preceptors and
masters of Kalari are worshipped. The lineage of martial
preceptors is symbolically invoked by placing the P¡duk¡ or
the foot-wear. A Kalari practitioner invokes the presence of
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consciousness principle by worshipping Poothara, expresses
the spirit of theism by worshipping Ganapati-thara, and
displays his reverential attitude by worshipping the Guru-thara.
By this act of worship, the element of philosophical enquiry,
teleological argument and the unfathomable nature of
knowledge are imbued in the young mind of a Kalari
practitioner in the early stages of his training.

Vandana-Chuva·u: 'The Martial Worship'

The vandana-chuva·u is a sequence of physical
movement that exhibits suppleness, flexibility, balance and
control of the physical body, directed by a focussed and
concentrated mind. The sequence constitutes the 'martial-
worship' of the Kerala martial deities, primarily Bhagavat¢ or
the Goddess of Power. This 'martial-worship' is performed

Fig. 1. Poothara
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within the Kalari facing the Poothara. This sequence of
physical movement symbolises the invocation and worship of
the entire cosmos. It is the worship of the universe seeking
physical welfare and mental balance to continue the life
journey intertwined with spiritual upliftment. The 'martial-
worship' displays physical power, mental strength and
determination demonstrated by strong physical movements of
forceful kicks, twists and turns. The physical movements
appear to suggest an outward journey while the mind resolves
to undertake an inward journey. Thus, a Kalari practitioner,
in the initial stages, is exposed to the importance of conducting
a meaningful journey of life, both at the external as well as
the internal level. The sense of responsibility of leading a
healthy physical life including a healthy mental life is one of
the important components impressed upon the young minds
through the 'martial-worship.'

CatuÀp¡daniÀ¶h¡: The Four Pillars of Kalarippayattu

The starting point of Kalarippayattu is not 'aggression' but
it is in self-disciplining. Therefore, it stands on a strong
foundation held by four main pillars (CatuÀp¡daniÀ¶h¡), and
they are ---

1. Physical discipline (Meikaruttu),

2. Mental stability (Manakkaruttu),

3. Accuracy in application of martial techniques
(A´gakaruttu) and

4. Skill in wielding weapons (Ëyudhakaruttu).
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1. Meikaruttu (physical discipline): The first pillar of Kalari
training is the physical discipline which includes regular
physical exercises for development of a healthy body. The
functions and mechanisms of the behaviour of the material
physical body is studied in a Kalari, which helps to develop
the techniques of mastering the physical body to a large extent.
The training also involves understanding the anatomical
science, thus laying the foundation for the growth of a 'martial-
physician' in later stages of Kalari training. It is worth to note
here that the Malayalam word 'Mei-karuttu' translated as
'physical discipline' has much more to offer semantically. The
word 'Mei' indicates the material physical body and 'Karuttu'
refers to the discipline as a whole, which includes the sense
of regularity and continuity of performing physical exercises
without succumbing to lethargic attitude. The Kalari training
imbibes the philosophical idea of the relationship between the
physical body and the mind, wherein the physical body is the
most fundamental and basic component, which serves as the
vehicle for self-transformation. Hence, the physical discipline
is considered as the first main pillar and the practitioner strives
to establish firmly following the regulations in order to develop
a healthy physical culture.The importance of a healthy physical
body is discerned by every Kalari practitioner, not in terms
of maximising the enjoyment of material pleasures, but to
perform meaningful activities in life, for oneself and for the
society. Interestingly, Meikaruttu is referred to by another
Malayalam word, viz., U½-karuttu which again gives an insight
into a deeper semantic structure. Here, the word "U½" literally
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means "inner" and hence U½-karuttu directly indicates the idea
of "inner-discipline". Thus, even when we say, it is the stage
of physical discipline, referring to physical exercises that are
meant to cater to physical strength, stamina, speed, and
stability, but in its deeper philosophical sense, the very first
stage of Kalari training sows the seed for inner-growth, that
is vital for understanding the nature of self and working
towards the path of self-transformation. However, since at the
early stage of Kalari training, such esoteric aspects are not
comprehensible by a pupil, the techniques of Meikaruttu
appear to emphasise 'physical strength for a martial artist,'
while the hidden message is the 'physical foundation for an
inner transformation.'

2. Manakaruttu (mental discipline): The next important
pillar of Kalari training focusses on developing a healthy mind.
Though, the first pillar of physical discipline includes
development of mental balance and stability, the Kalari
training offers to focus specifically on the development and
growth of mind which represents the actual personality of an
individual. Here again, the semantics of word "Karuttu" opens
up a wide range of meaning signifying an overall development
of mind. It is well-known that a martial artist requires a
balanced mind with an ability to make quick decisions,
applying the principles of 'presence of mind' in any given
situation. The components of training at this stage caters to
the immediate requirement of a martial performer. Hence,
mental techniques for developing courage and stability are
emphasised. However, the Manakaruttu stage also emphasises
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on development of ¿raddh¡ in the Kalari preceptor and the
Kalari presiding deities. The ¿raddh¡ component is coupled
with the element of bhakti. The Kalari practitioner is expected
to undertake a resolve to practice dhy¡na to develop mental
stamina and concentration. Every Kalari school prescribes its
own set of meditative process. The practice of meditation is
said to improve mental alertness, one of the key features
required for a martial artist. The mental alertness also has a
philosophical significance. The Kalari practitioner is taught to
be 'alert' and be 'awake' to oneself. The meditative process
focusses on developing the skill of maintaining mental agility,
balance and firmness. This aspect of training also focusses on
learning to understand the limitations of mind, its behaviour
caused by fluctuations of gu¸as, such as sattva, rajas and
tamas, its nature of being wavery and the necessity for a
deliberate effort to handle the mind accordingly in its various
forms. Some of the Kalari centres earmark a day for satsa´ga
in which the Kalari preceptor imparts the importance and
methods of developing mental strength.

3. A´gakaruttu (discipline of accurate application): The
third pillar of Kalari training is largely 'martial' in nature. It
involves learning the technique of wielding weapons --- wooden
and metal. It demands physical strength, presence of mind,
choice of right application of weapon, free from fear of
wielding weapons, fearlessly facing and tolerating blows,
vigilant of every move of the opponent, awareness of one's
own movement and surroundings, acceptance of defeat,
balance over victory and so on. Here, the word "A´ga" literally
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refers to the physical body, but it signifies the application of
martial techniques at the physical level alerted by the mind.
This stage is also referred to as 'Abhy¡sa-Karuttu' or the
'discipline of practice'. It refers to the continuous practice of
the learnt techniques aiming towards the path of mastering
those techniques. The martial techniques taught in this stage
are also applicable in one's life. That is to say, mere learning
of the techniques does not suffice in any field, much less in
the field of martial training. It is equally important to develop
mental agility and sharpness in operation of the instrument
that can be achieved only by constant practice. In this case,
it is the constant practice of wielding weapons. It calls for
a high degree of acumen, dexterity and right application of
techniques with right power and force. The Kalari practitioner
not only learns how to develop physical and mental strength
but also learns how much of it should be used and curtailed
at the same time. Again, this aspect of Kalari training becomes
important in understanding the power, its employment and
restraint in our daily life.

4. Ëyudhakaruttu (discipline or skill of wielding
weapons): The fourth pillar of Kalari training also refers to
the methods and techniques of wielding weapons. But, in this
disciplinary stage the emphasis is on the development of
refinement of movements with power and vigour. This stage
is also purely 'martial' in nature. But again, the spirit behind
the martial techniques serves the purpose of leading a
meaningful life, where one is often faced with the situation
of making crucial decisions and exercising assertions. The
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pillar of ¡yudhakaruttu can serve the life-lessons of courage
and power required to take bold initiatives and moves during
various life situations. By this stage, an individual has already
evolved and the values imbibed are expressed through
physical, verbal and mental acts. Often, one is reminded of
the life of R¡ma, who exhibited the extremes of power and
assertion, when his time demanded. In this sense, the life of
R¡ma represents the martial principles in all its dimensions.
Thus, the four main pillars of Kalari training play a significant
role in developing the individual personality both from the
martial art as well as humanistic standpoints.

Stages of  Martial Training and its Philosophical Implication

On the foundation of the four pillars stands the lessons
of martial training commencing from the learning of defence
and offence mechanisms at the physical level, with the use
of weapons --- wooden and metal and the bare-hand techniques.
This aspect constitutes the actual Kalari training in four levels.

1. Meith¡ri (Lessons for developing physical strength and
learning defensive mechanisms). Drawing the inspiration from
the first pillar (viz., Meikaruttu), in this first stage of training,
a sequence of twelve sets of body movements is taught that
are performed individually following the verbal command
(v¡ith¡ri) in Malayalam. The Kalari practitioner fights with
his own body with a motivation to develop physical alertness.
The training focusses on vitalising every limb of the physical
body with an objective to realise the idea of an old Malayalam
saying "Mei ka¸¸¡guga" (Let the body become the eye).
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2. Kolth¡ri (Wooden weapon training). Wooden weapons
such as long-stick, short-stick, tusk-shaped stick are introduced
gradually and a set of sequences is taught that involves attacks
and blocks accompanied to verbal commands. The weapon
training helps to remove fear that may be caused by visual
and/or aural elements. The movements of weapon and its
sound keeps the individual alert and enhances the reflexive
movements of protecting oneself. This aspect of the training
is defined in Malayalam as d¤À¶i-sthirat¡ (visual alertness).

3. A´gath¡ri (Metal weapon training). It constitutes of
learning to wield metal weapons such as dagger, sword and
shield, spring-sword, and spear. Again, each of these weapons
is gradually introduced in a sequence and the movements are
accompanied by verbal commands. Here too, fear due to visual
and aural elements is eliminated by constant practice of using
the metal weapons in a set of sequences consisting of attacks
and blocks. The wielding of metal weapon demands a high
degree of alertness due to its lethality.

4. Verumkai (Bare-hand technique). This is the final stage
of Kalari training. Here, the opponent with weapon or bare-
handed is encountered bare-handed. It involves techniques of
locks and blocks, kicks and strikes. In this stage, since it
involves striking the opponent with bare-hand, the pupil is
introduced to the basics of identifying the marma-sth¡na or
the vital points in a human body. The Kalari tradition spells
out one hundred and seven vital points from head to toe. The
bare-hand technique involves learning to strike appropriately
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those vital points which may paralyse, weaken, or even cause
death of the opponent. Hence, this stage of training is the final
stage and is imparted to one who has evolved, transforming
oneself, freeing from the petty demands of the human mind.
In this stage of training, the tradition of Kalari medicine is
introduced wherein the Kalari practitioner learns to cure a
person affected due to damage caused in any of the vital points.
Interestingly, in this stage, we find that the Kalari practitioner
also understands the level of damage and the manner in which
it affects an individual, while striking on any of the vital
points. On reaching this stage of Kalari training, the
practitioner begins to evolve as a 'curer.'

Gurukkal --- The Master of Martial Art or the Master

of Self !

The Kalari tradition considers the evolution of a Kalari
practitioner from being martial artist to becoming healer as
a complete cycle. Such a person is suitably titled as a
"Gurukkal" or the Revered Master. A Gurukkal is revered by
the local people of the villages of Kerala since he represents
the culture of forgiving and healing the opponent. So, in the
philosophical sense, a Kalari Gurukkal has no foes. His years
of learning martial techniques is directed towards conquering
the inner enemies and establishing in his own self. The
physical body is no more seen as a bundle of material
constituents to be destroyed but is revered as the material
temple housing the 'awareness' conscious principle that has no
divisions.
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Concluding Remarks

The philosophy of Kalarippayattu thus is rooted in the
foundation of inner peace and tranquillity which aims to extend
solidarity and serenity to the outer world. These lessons from
one of the indigenous martial art of our country revives the spirit
of peace and non-violence through its various stages of training,
each time aiming at the wholistic gradual transformation of the
individual self, who constitutes to be an empirical unit of the
empirical universe. Thus, the martial principle of Kalarippayattu
transits from the material physical plane, to conscious mental
level and elevates to the identical state of oneness by marking
every stage of its inner evolution with vigour and power
intending to achieve a wholistic self-transformation.

Note
1

A part of this paper was read in ICPR Sponsored 2 Day National
Conference of InSiS 2018 on "Cultivating Unity Consciousness for
Self-Transformation," held at FSW, The M.S. University of Baroda,

Vadodara, October 25
th
-26

th
, 2018.
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Theory and Concept of L¡sya

Dr. Megha S.

Introduction

The Sanskrit term L¡sya means Dancing, a dance
accompanied by singing and instrumental music, a dance in
which the emotions of love are represented by means of
various gesticulations and attitudes.1  The word is derived from
the Sanskrit root 'las' means to shine, glitter, flash, to appear,
arise, come to light, to embrace, to play, frolic about, skip
about, dance etc.2  All these meanings are focusing on dancing
in which beautiful movements of the limbs, expressing all the
emotions on the relations between the male and the female.
The terms L¡syaÅ, L¡sakaÅ and LasakaÅ mean male dancer
and L¡sy¡, L¡sik¡ and L¡sak¢ are the terms for female dancer.
This indicates that the L¡sya, dance does not belong to a
particular gender and therefore is not confined to female only.

Definition and description of L¡sya in N¡¶ya¿¡stra of

Bharata

Although the term L¡sya is mentioned first in 20th
Chapter of N¡¶ya¿¡stra, the term is defined in 31st Chapter.
Even though twelve subdivisions are mentioned in the 20th
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Chapter, only ten subdivisions are described in the 31st
Chapter.

±……∫…x……±±……∫™… ®…i™…÷H∆Ú ∫j…“{…÷∆¶……¥…∫…®……∏…™…®…¬*
¶……h…¥…SS…ËEÚΩ˛…™…» ∫™……˘n⁄˘Ω˛¥…∫i…÷ S… i…n¬˘˘¶…˘¥…‰i…¬**
BEÚ…l…» {…fil…M…l…» ¥…… i…n˘R¬ÛM…‰π…÷ |…EÚ“Ãi…i…®…¬**

(N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Ch.31, ¿l: 428-429a)

It is said that L¡sya is so called because of its shining
(l¡sana). It relates to mutual attraction of man and woman,
and like Bh¡¸a it is to be performed by one person, and its
subject matter also should be suitable. That (i.e. its subject
- matter) having one topic or many topics, has been mentioned
in connection with its different types (a´ga).

x…fik…EÚ…±…‰ S… ¥……t‰ S… O…Ω˛®……‰I…‰ i…l…Ë¥… S…**
M…“i……R¬ÛM……x……∆  ¥… v…™…«: ∫™……i…¬ ∫… ±……∫™…‰ |……™…∂…: ∫®…fii…:*

(N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Ch.31, ¿l: 433b-434a)

The rules which hold good at the time of ordinary dance
and of the playing of instruments should generally be followed
in the L¡sya.

+x™…… x… S… ±……∫™… ¥…v……¥…R¬ÛM…… x… i…÷ x……]ıE‰Ú |…™…÷HÚ… x…*
+∫®…… u˘ x…:∫…fii…… x… i…÷ ¶……h… <¥…ËEÚ|…™……‰V™…… x…**
¶……h……EfiÚ i…¥…±±……∫™…∆  ¥…Y…‰™…∆ i¥…‰EÚ{……j…Ω…™…» S…*
|…EÚÆ˙h…¥…n⁄̆¡EÚ…™……«∫…∆∫i…¥…™…÷H∆Ú  ¥… ¥…v…¶……¥…∆ Y…‰™…®…¬**

(N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Ch: 20, ¿l:132-33)
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Similar other limbs are attached to N¡¶aka in connection
with the performance of L¡sya, and they owe their origin to
this (i.e. N¡¶aka), and are to be acted like Bh¡¸a by a single
person. L¡sya has a form similar to that of Bh¡¸a, and it is
to be imaginary like that of the Prakara¸a and should relate
to many psychological states.

Twelve L¡sy¡´g¡s in 20th Chapter of N¡¶ya¿¡stra

M…‰™…{…n∆̆ Œ∫l…i…{……`ˆ¨®……∫…“x…∆ {…÷π{…M…Œhb˜EÚ…*
|…SU‰Ùn˘EÚ ∫j…®…⁄f\S… ∫…Ëxv…¥……J™…∆  u˘®…⁄f¯EÚ®…¬**
=k…®……‰k…®…E∆Ú S…Ë¥…  ¥… S…j…{…n˘®…‰¥… S…*
=HÚ|…i™…÷HÚ¶……¥…\S… ±……∫™……R¬ÛM…… x…  ¥…n÷̆§…÷«v……:**

(N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Ch: 20, ¿l:134-135)

The following are the 12 types of L¡sy¡´gas in Chapter
20 of N¡¶ya¿¡stra:- Geyapada, Sthitap¡hya, Ësinap¡hya,
PuÀpaga¸·ik¡, Precchedaka, Trim£·haka, Saindhavaka,
Dvim£·haka, Uttamottamaka, Vicitrapada, Uktapratyukta and
Bh¡vana (Bh¡vita).

Ten L¡sy¡´g¡s in 31st Chapter of N¡¶ya¿¡stra

M…‰™…{…n∆̆ Œ∫l…i…{……`ˆ¨®……∫…“x…∆ {…÷π{…M…Œhb˜EÚ…*
|…SU‰Ùn˘E∆Ú  j…®…⁄f∆̄ S… ∫…Ëxv…¥……J™…∆  u˘®…⁄f¯EÚ®…¬**
=k…®……‰k…®…E∆Ú S…Ë¥…®…÷HÚ|…i™…÷HÚ®…‰¥… S…*
±……∫™…‰ n∂… ¥…v…∆ ¡‰i…n˘R¬ÛM… x…nÊ̆∂…±…I…h…®…¬**

(N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Ch: 31, ¿l: 431)
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Geyapada, Sthitap¡hya, Ës¢nap¡hya, PuÀpaga¸·ik¡,
Pracchedaka, Trim£·haka, Saindhavaka, Dvim£·haka,
Uttamottamaka and Uktapratyukta are the 10 types of
L¡sy¡´gas explained in Chapter 31st in N¡¶ya¿¡stra.3

Description of 12 L¡sy¡´g¡s in N¡¶ya¿¡stra

1. Geyapada

When the Heroine being seated surrounded with stringed
instruments and drums, songs are sung by her dryly, i.e.
without any accompaniment of these, it is called the Geyapada
(simple song). If a woman in sitting posture sings a song in
praise of her beloved, and delineates the same with a dance
including gestures of her different limbs, it is called Geyapada.
(N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Ch.20, ¿l: 136-17)

2. Sthitap¡hya

If a separated woman burning with the fire of love, recites
anything in Pr¡k¤t while resting on her seat, it is an instance
of Sthitap¡hya. (N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Ch.20, ¿l:138)

3. Ës¢nap¡hya

When one sits without attending the nature's call and is
overcome with anxiety and sorrow, and looks with oblique
glances it is an instance of Ës¢nap¡hya. (N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Ch.20,
¿l:139)

4. PuÀpaga¸·ik¡

When a woman in the guise of a man recites something
sweetly in Sanskrit for the pleasure of her female friends, it
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is an instance of PuÀpaga¸·ik¡. (N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Ch.20,
¿l:140)

5. Pracchedaka

When a separated woman pained by the moonlight
prepares to go to her beloved, even if he has done her wrong,
it is an instance of Pracchedaka. (N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Ch.20, ¿l:141)

6. Trim£·haka

A play adorned with even metres and abounding in manly
feeling and composed of words which are neither harsh nor
large, is called Trim£·haka. (N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Ch.20, ¿l:142)

7. Saindhavaka

When one represents a lover who has failed to keep his
tryst and is using Pr¡k¤t to express his grief through well -
performed Kara¸as, it is an instance of Saindhavaka.
(N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Ch.20, ¿l:143)

8. Dvim£·haka

Delineating a song of the Caturasra type which has an
auspicious meaning and which treats (lit. has) clear
psychological states and sentiments, with the pretension of
efforts, is called Dvim£·haka. (N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Ch.20, ¿l:144)

9. Uttamottamaka

Uttamottamaka is composed in various kinds of ¿lokas;
it includes various sentiments and is adorned with the
condition of passion (hel¡). (N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Ch. 20, ¿l:145)
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10. Vicitrapada

If any woman burning with the fire of love soothes her
mind by seeing the portrait of her lover, it is an instance of
Vicitrapada. (N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Ch.:20, ¿l:146)

11. Uktapratyukta

Uktapratyukta is a duet (lit. a dialogue) expressing anger
or pleasure, and it sometimes contains words of censure. It
should contain interesting things in a song. (N¡¶ya¿¡stra,
Ch.20, ¿l:147)

12. Bh¡vita

If a woman who is burning with the fire of love after
seeing her beloved in a dream, expresses her different
psychological states, it is an instance of Bh¡vita. (N¡¶ya¿¡stra,
Ch.20, ¿l:148)

From these descriptions, it seems that L¡sya was the
representation of brief segments of N¡¶yaprayoga (dramatic
action) which called for the expression of the softer emotions.
It is to be noted that L¡sya is discussed in connection with
one kind of drama, rhythm and instrumental music in
N¡¶ya¿¡stra.

L¡sya in other treatises

L¡sya has been defined and described in various treatises
after NS agreed and disagreed with it.

ViÀ¸u Dharmottara Pur¡¸a considered L¡sya as one of
the two varieties of N¤tta, the other one is N¡¶ya.
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x…fii™…∆ i…÷  u˘ ¥…v…∆ |……‰H∆Ú x……]ı¨±……∫™……∏…™…∆ ∫…n˘…*
(ViÀ¸u Dharmottara Pur¡¸a, Ch.3. 20, ¿l: 2)

In Abhinayadarpa¸a, Nandikeswara remarks that L¡sya
was taught by P¡rvat¢. It is supposed that he is the first author
who described P¡rvat¢ as the creator and teacher of L¡sya.
He adds that this L¡sya spread all over the world through the
daughter of B¡¸¡sura who was taught by P¡rvat¢.4

N¡rada suggested in his Sang¢ta Makaranda that
knowledge of L¡sy¡´gas are essential to dancers but he does
not describe L¡sy¡´gas.

±……∫™……R¬ÛM…‰ ∫…∆{… Æ˙Y……x…∆ EÚ±……¥…‰ n˘x…®…÷k…®…®…¬*
(Sang¢ta Makaranda, Ch.2.1, ¿l: 54)

The great poets K¡½id¡sa, Bhavabh£t¢ and HarÀadeva
have used L¡sy¡´gas, in their dramas. Abhinavagupta has
cited them in his commentary on L¡sy¡´gas.5

Abhinavagupta has referred to the L¡sy¡´gas in the
commentary of 20th and 31st Chapters of N¡¶ya¿¡stra.
However he does not explain the term L¡sya in detail, but
in fourth Chapter 'T¡¸·ava LakÀa¸a' says that whenever
T¡¸·ava is mentioned, L¡sya has to be understood implicitly
as its compliment in the art of dance. Abhinavagupta says,

™…ŒiEÚ\S…±±……∫™…®…‰i…‰x… n‰̆¥…∫i…÷ (¥…“ i…÷) π™… i…  x…i™…∂…& *
™…ŒiEÚ\S… i……hb˜¥…∆ i…‰x… ∫……‰®…& ∫……x…÷S…Æ˙&  ∂…¥…&** < i…**

(Abhinavabh¡rati, N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Vol. I, Ch: 4, p.193)
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He takes L¡sya as a style of dancing using delicate
movements.6

In Da¿ar£paka, Dhananjaya remarks that L¡sya is one of
the important branches of dance and the other one as T¡¸·ava.7

D¡modaragupta in his Kuan¢mata reckons L¡sya as
movement of a female performer, calling it 'Str¢l¡sya'.8

L¡sya in Sang¢taratn¡kara

Sang¢taratn¡kara of á¡ra´gadeva defines L¡sya as a
gentle dance that stimulates the sentiments of love.

±……∫™…∆ i…÷ ∫…÷E÷Ú®……Æ˙…R¬ÛM…∆ ®…EÚÆ˙v¥…V…¥…v…«x…®…¬*
(Sang¢taratn¡kara, Ch.7, ¿l: 30)

Though á¡ra´gadeva discusses in Sang¢taratn¡kara,
several topics related to Ë´gik¡bhinaya of N¡¶ya¿¡stra and
its commentary of Abhinavagupta, he kept silent on the subject
(M¡rga) L¡sy¡´gas of N¡¶ya¿¡stra. However, he has described
ten varieties of De¿¢ L¡sy¡´gas, which are the dance
movements requiring rhythm and grace.

L¡sya in Sang¢ta D¡modara

áubha´kara's Sang¢ta D¡modara describes the ten
L¡sy¡´gas from N¡¶ya¿¡stra and the other ten De¿¢ L¡sy¡´gas
from Sang¢taratn¡kara. However, he later defines L¡sya as the
feminine dance and the masculine dance as T¡¸·ava.9
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L¡sya in Bharat¡r¸ava

Bharat¡r¸ava is a very rare and valuable work on
'Nartana' or pure dance written by Nandikeswara. Nandikeswara
was Lord áiva's Chief disciple, he is also called Ta¸·u. Once
Lord áiva ordered Ta¸·u to teach Bharata the elements of
his own dance before the celestials. The dance taught by
Ta¸·u was therefore called T¡¸·ava.

The words T¡¸·ava and L¡sya appear to be used in the
text indiscriminately for male and female dance. The whole
group is called Sapta L¡sya but the constituent elements of
the first two varieties are called T¡¸·avas. First variety is
áuddha T¡¸·ava performed by Lord áiva and the second
variety De¿¢ T¡¸·ava is by ár¢ P¡rvat¢. The other five items
namely Peru¸¢, Pr®´kha¸¢, Kun·al¢, Da¸·ik¡ and Kala¿a
were originally by Brahma, Saraswati, MahaviÀ¸u and
MahalakÀmi Herself. Each of these combined with Gatis,
Kara¸as, C¡r¢s, T¡las and áabdas.10

Conclusion

Few texts written after N¡¶ya¿¡stra consider the dance
techniques T¡¸·ava and L¡sya as associated with masculine
and feminine qualities, respectively, suited to male and female
dancers. But there is no segregation in L¡sya and T¡¸·ava for
female and male dancers in N¡¶ya¿¡stra. The Ëviddh¡ dance
performance of áiva called T¡¸·ava was considered as the
male dance and the Sukum¡ra dance performance of P¡rvat¢
called L¡sya as the female dance by the later authors after
N¡¶ya¿¡stra. The two words L¡sya and T¡¸·ava having the
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same meaning was used for the dances of the female and the
male in later times. However, clear evidence and reasons are
not available as to why these forms (L¡sya and T¡¸·ava) are
used related to female and male dances. The only thing that
can be imagined is that the grave sound (pronouncing sound)
of the word T¡¸·ava allotted to male dance and soft sound of
L¡sya to female dance. The word T¡¸·ava and L¡sya are used
in the present concept disregarding the instructions in
N¡¶ya¿¡stra because these were deep-rooted in the minds of
everyone due to constant application. L¡sya is a highest or
standard dance technique that transcends gender. A dance form,
whether it is classical or regional, has L¡sya in it.
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The Ëj¢vika Philosophy :

A Short Account

Parvathy

1.0 Introduction

India has got a splendid history of thoughts and
ideologies. It has always had great ancient teachers and their
teachings. But, what makes the current world doubtful is the
absence of enough evidence to retrieve our past culture and
its remaining. While considering the Ëj¢vika sect, the same
condition is being faced nowadays.  Every study of the Ëj¢vika
sect is based on the records available as the part of Buddhist
or Jaina literature. Because, no direct records, treatises or texts
are available as the basic text of the sect.

Many scholars have tried to follow the roots of the
Ëj¢vika school of thought and this paper tries to have a glance
at such efforts and also to draw a general picture of the sect.

1.1 The Ëj¢vika sect : a general account

In his essay titled "Ëj¢vikas --- Their History and
Philosophy" Jayaram V, observes: "The Ëj¢vikas belonged to
an ancient Indian sect of naked wandering ascetics who
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believed in Karma, fatalism and extreme passivity. They were
a popular sect during the reign of Bindusara, the Mauryan
emperor. He and his wife were said to be the followers of
this section. The sect is also mentioned in the edicts of A¿oka.
The sect was founded prior to the founding of Buddhism and
thrived for a very long time before it disappeared completely,
like the Lok¡yatas and many other sects. It disappeared
gradually due to the intense prejudice against its doctrines by
established religions like Brahmanism, Jainism and Buddhism
and also because it was patronized mostly by people of lower
castes who were considered unclean and untouchable."

1

History says that the emperor Bindus¡ra's teacher
Pingalavasta was a Brahmin of Ëj¢vika sect who followed
Makkhali Gos¡la Ëj¢vika. Also, one of Bindus¡ra's Queens
--- Subhadr¡´gi, was a Brahmin of the Ëj¢vika sect from
campa region.

2
 It is said that though Bindus¡ra wanted his

elder son Susima or Sushima to become the next s¡mrat, the
same was not favoured by the Brahmins whom Sushim often
insulted. These Brahmins supported A¿oka, the son of a Queen
of lower caste, but who belonged to the Ëj¢vika sect. This
is how A¿oka became the next heir though he was not the
original choice of s¡mr¡t Bindus¡ra.

3

Now it will be apt to analyse such envidences about
Ëj¢vika sect:

(i) A¿oka's seventh pillar edict in the Br¡hmi script mentions
Ëj¢vikas. It is dated as the third century BCE. The rock edict
says that : "Thus speaks the beloved of the Gods, the King
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Piyadarsi: My officers of Dhamma are busy in many matters
of public benefit, they are busy among members of all sects,
both ascetics and householders. I have appointed some to
concern themselves with the Buddhist order, with Brahmana
and Ëj¢vikas, with the Jains."

4

(ii) The Barbar caves in Jehanabad district of Bihar, are the
oldest surviving cave temples of ancient India. They were
carved out of granite, probably used for meditation.

(iii) The samaµµaphala sitta explains what was the philosophy
of Makkali Gos¡la Ëj¢vika as he replies to the king Aj¡ta¿atru.
The text says that the king meets Buddha at the Mango grooves
and he has asked the six teachers one question like. "Is it then
possible, sir that one should declare to them in this world,
such a result as foreseen and as the general fruit for their
conduct?"

5

Ajata¿atru again explains how he met Makkali Gos¡la and
how he explained the Ëj¢vika ideology as : "When one day
I had asked Makkhali of the cow-pen, he said: 'there is O
king, no cause, either ultimate or remote, for the depravity
of beings: they become deprived without reason and without
cause. There is no cause, the attainment of any condition."

6

(iv) In the Parinibb¡na sutta (Mah¡ Parinibb¡na Sutta), a
disciple subhadda asks Buddha a doubt and Buddha answers
how the six ascetics of his time have understood this world
and what their perception is.

(v) The Jain treatise - Bhagavati s£tra also discusses the
Ëj¢vika sect and the life of Makkhali Gos¡la in detail. Here,
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the Ëj¢vika teacher and his ideologies are represented as the
arguments of the opponents of Jainas.

(vi) Another clear cut evidence regarding this sect is a
conversation in the Tamil saÆgaÆ text Manimekhalai.

7

(vii) In other texts of the SaÆgaÆ literatures the influence
of the Ëj¢vika sect can be seen in concepts such as fate, etc.
The texts like Tolkappiyam, Tirukural, Cilappatik¡ram,
Akan¡n£ru, Puran¡n£ra etc. share the Ëj¢vika concepts.
Scholars like Dr. Krishna Swami Aiyangar has found Buddhist
--- Ëj¢vika influence in the saÆgaÆ literature.

(viii) In the V¡yupur¡¸a, there is a reference about this sect
as : "Those unrighteous people the Ëjivas, as ordained by the
gods, are the confusers of Varna and ¡¿rama, a people of
workmen and craftsmen."

8

(ix) In the southern region of the Indian subcontinent, various
inscriptions, which mention the Ëj¢vika sect, are available
during the time period of AD 446 to AD 1346.

(x) Many more miscellaneous references are cited by various
scholars that have mentioned the sect of Ëj¢vikas, and also,
the last Sanskrit reference regarding the sect is MalliaÀe¸a's
Sy¡dv¡da Maµjari of late 1292 AD.

9

1.2 Makkhali Gos¡la and the History of Ëj¢vikism

Makkhali Gos¡la is considered as the third or last
T¢rthankara of the Ëj¢vika school. Regarding this school,
Barua states that: "He refused to accept food which was
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especially prepared for him. He did not accept food from
people when they were eating, lost they should go short or
be disturbed. He did not accept food where a dog was standing
by or flies were swarming round, lest they should lose a meal.
He did not eat fish, or meat, nor use intoxicants."

10
 Barua

further observes that Ëj¢vikas were men of right living too.

About the famous teacher or leader of this group-
Makkhali Gos¡la or the Maskarin Gos¡la, there are so many
mysteries. Jain tradition reveals that the name is given as
Maskarin Gos¡la, Gos¡la Ma´khaliputta- Gos¡la, the son of
Ma´khali, He was born at áarava¸a near S¡vatthi, and his
parents were Ma´khali and Bhadd¡. Gos¡la followed his
father's profession before he became a monk. In Buddhist
records, the name is given as Makkali Gos¡la. According to
them, Gos¡la means one who was born in a cow shed and
Makkhali means one who stumbled in the mud. Buddhaghoca
gives a clarification that during the early years of Gos¡la, he
was employed as a servant, who, while carrying an oil pot
stumbled from carelessness, and from the fear of his employer
fled away naked, leaving his garment behind.

11
 Further, Barua

explains that P¡¸ini has given the meaning of Maskarin as
12

one who carries a bamboo-staff (Maskara). A Maskarin is also
known as Ekada¸·in. The early years of Gos¡la and his life
have got no historical evidence.  It was Dr Hoernle, who has
extracted such findings and conclusions from Gos¡la and his
sect from the readings of Bhagavatis£tra of the Jaina tradition.
The text says that Both Mah¡v¢ra and Gos¡la lived together
happily for six years at Naland¡ and afterwards separated due
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to a doctrinal difference. After a gap of sixteen years, both
of them met once at S¡vatti. The Bhagavatis£tra further says
that the separation happened because of the ideological
difference regarding the concept of J¢va. Mah¡v¢ra has
distinguished between the biotic and abiotic or concrete or
abstract, while Gos¡la believed that there is no matter
unformed and nothing without life. It can be stated that Gos¡la
was not a disciple of Mah¡v¢ra, but Mah¡v¢ra was in all
likelihood either a disciple of, or at least in some way
connected with Gos¡la. In short, Makkhali Gos¡la predeceased
Mah¡v¢ra, by sixteen years, and spent his whole life in
biological research. His school survived after him and was
known as 'Maskarins'.

It is said Gos¡la stayed at S¡vatti, after the separation
from Mah¡v¢ra, and he stayed in the house of a potter women
and continued his preaching and practice of the Ëj¢vika
doctrine. The last part of his life was spent in silence, dance
and drunkenness. During the last moments of his life he is
said to have marked that form of Hallah (god). His asceticism,
knowledge and sincerity attracted the attention of many
Ëj¢vikas, and his popularity drew to him many educated urban
people from higher castes, including people from princely
families.

Bhagawatis£tra explains about the list of eight finalities
proclaimed by Gos¡la in his last illness as:

13

1. The last drink

2. The last song
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3. The last dance

4. The last greeting

5. The last great storm cloud

6. The last sprinkling scent elephant

7. The last battle with large stones

8. The twenty-fourth and last T¢rthankara of this Avasarpi¸¢

Regarding the name of the sect "Ëj¢vika,' the earliest
view on the derivation of the very word was "one who lives
on the charity of others." Another view came as "an ascetic
who ate no living or animal food." But, the most accepted
theory is that the word was derived from the word ¡j¢va, which
means, "the mode of life, or profession, of any particular class
of people, whether they live as householders or as religious
mendicants."

14
 Further, Basham says that ¡j¢va stands to imply

one who observes the mode of living appropriate to his class.

2.0 Main features of the Ëj¢vika philosophy

All the philosophical elements of this sect are explained
in the Buddhist--Jain texts as they were to refute the ways
of Makkhali. If one needs to go deep into their philosophy,
the only way is the various interpretations given by the modern
scholars. The main and foremost concepts of Makkhali have
been codified in the Jain Bhagavatas£tra as follows:

15
  "There

is neither cause nor basis for the sins of living beings, they
become sinful without cause or basis. Neither is there cause
or basis for the purity of living beings, they become pure
without cause or basis. There is no deed performed either by
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oneself or by others, no human action, no strength, no courage,
no human endurance or human powers. All beings, all that
have breath, all that are born, all that have life, are without
power, strength, or virtue, but are developed by destiny, chance
and nature, and experience joy and sorrow in the six classes
(of existence).

It has already been stated that the time of Gos¡la may
be as that of the Jain T¢rthankara Mah¡v¢ra. Also, the
philosophy of Ëj¢vikas flourished at Gos¡la's period and hence
it should be calculated as the time of the Maurya reign of
India. Probably, all his preachings must have happened in 5

th

century BC or nearby time--period and due to the sincerity
of approach, many people were attracted towards the Ëj¢vika
thought. There were probably a large number of people who
followed this group at Mauryan times, then a scattering of
smaller numbers that extended to south India. Geographically
spacing, in the beginning the sect was concentrated at
'áravasthi' where Gos¡la lived. In later times the Ëj¢vikas must
have moved to Karnataka and the Kolar district in Tamil Nadu,
South India.

3.0 Conclusion

The salient concepts dealt by the Ëj¢vika philosophy can
be enlisted as follows:

● No human effort could have any effect against niyati
and therefore Karma is a fallacy.

● They never believed in sin or purity. There is no reason
behind these categorization.
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● Human beings can never predict their future life and
happenings. Everything just follows the niyati'.

● They basically believed in four elements, as earth, water,
fire and air. In Tamil SaÆgaÆ texts, some more details
can be seen as earth is hard in nature downward notion,
fire with burning nature and upward notion and finally
the air with a horizontal movement.

Thus, Ëj¢vika sect can be considered as a wide spread one
in all over Indian subcontinent, and it attracted the laymen
as well. The sect was a much more liberal one which
proclaimed to embrace life, not to be afraid of the norms of
the society.  Hence, the topic needs much more deep learning
and discussions. More references of the same should be found
from the vast literature of India and that might help to arrive
at new conclusions about the Ëj¢vika philosophy. It must have
existed as one of the approachable communities for people
from all layers of society and hence its acceptance must have
been wide too. The Sanskrit world should pay more attention
to this area and should explore more about the same.
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{…t®…™…O…xl…‰π¥…x™…i…®…& "§……±… ®…j…®…¬' <i™…{…Æx……Œ®x… |… ∫…r& "v……i…÷EÚ… Æ˙EÚ…' < i…
x……®…EÚ…‰ O…xl… +v…÷x…… ®…÷ pi……‰ ±…¶™…i…‰*

O…xl…∫™… ∫……®……x™…{… ÆS…™…&

O…xl…EÚ…Æ‰h……n…Ë EÚ… ∂…EÚ…EÚ…Æ®…i…∫…®®…i…‰x… {…… h…x…“™…∫…⁄j……h……∆ ¥™……J™……x……l…»
¥…fi k…Æix…®…¬ < i… O…xl…& EfiÚi…&* i…i…∂S… i…i∫…R¬ÛI…‰{…∞¸{…… ±…P…÷ ¥…¥…fi i…& <i™…™…∆
O…xl…& Æ˙ S…i…& §…¶…⁄¥…‰ i… |…EfiÚi…O…xl…‰-

""¥…fi k…Æix… ®…n∆ ™…‰x… EÚ… ∂…EÚ…§v…‰∫∫…®…÷rfii…®…¬*

i…‰x…Ë¥…  GÚ™…i…‰ ¶…⁄™……‰ ¥…fi k…Æ‰π…… ±…P…“™…∫…“**5**''3 <i™…‰¥…∆ {…`ˆˆ¨®……x……i…¬
®…R¬ÛM…±…∂±……‰EÚ…i…¬ §…÷v™…i…‰*

+π]ı…v™……™…“∫…⁄j……h……∆ ¥™……J™……x…¶…⁄i… <i™…i…& |…l…®…i…™…… EfiÚi…∫™… §…fiΩi…&
"+π]ı…v™……™…“§…fiΩ u¥…fi i…&' < i…, ±…P…÷i…®…∫™…  ui…“™…∫™… "+π]ı…v™……™…“±…P…÷ ¥…¥…fi i…&'
< i… S… x……®…x…“ EÚŒ±{…i…‰ < i… ®…x™…i…‰* ™…i……‰  Ω, +®…÷π™… O…xl…∫™…  ¥…t®……x…‰π…÷
+π]∫…÷ Ω∫i… ±… J…i…‰π…÷  ±… {…EÚ… Æ˙ ¶…& "+π]ı…v™……™…“±…P…÷ ¥…¥…fi i…&',
"{…… h…x…“™…±…P…÷ ¥…¥…fi i…&' < i… x……®…x…“  ±… J…i…‰ o∂™…‰i…‰*

{…… h…x…“™…∫…⁄j……h……®…¬ +l……«& ∂±……‰EÚ∞¸{…‰h… =H‰Ú%Œ∫®…x…¬ O…xl…‰ EÚ… ∂…EÚ…¥…i…¬
{…⁄¥……«v……Êk…Æ…v…«¶…‰n‰x…  ¥…¶…H‰Ú ¶……M…u™…‰ +x…÷π]÷ı{…¬-UÙxn ∫… EfiÚi……&  u∫…Ωª…-∫…{i…∂…i…-
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À¥…∂… i…-∂±……‰EÚ…& (2720)  ¥…txi…‰* i…™……‰& {…⁄¥…«¶……M…‰ {…\S… +v™……™……&, i…l……
=k…Æ¶……M…‰ j…™…& +v™……™……∂S… ¥…i…«xi…‰* B¥…®…j… +π]ı…v™……™…“GÚ®…‰h… i…j…
 ¥…t®……x……x……∆ ∫…⁄j……h……∆ ∂±……‰EÚ∞¸{…¥™……J™……x…∆ |…i™…‰EÚŒ∫®…z…v™……™…‰ |…l…®…- ui…“™…-
i…fii…“™…-S…i…÷l…Êπ…÷ S…i…÷π…÷« {……n‰π…÷ ∫{…π]“EfiÚi……& ∫…Œxi…*

¥…Ë ∂…π]ı¨®…¬

n“ I…i……n“x……∆ O…xl…EÚ…Æ˙…h……∆ ™…n÷˘q‰∂™…®…¶…⁄i…¬ ¥™……EÚÆ˙h…∫…⁄j……h……®…¬ +l…«§……‰v…x…∆,
i…n‰˘¥……‰q‰∂™…®…¶…⁄˙i…¬ Bi…∫™…… {… ±…P…÷ ¥…¥…fi i…EÚ…Æ∫™…* ™…i……‰  Ω, {…… h…x…“™…∫…⁄j……h……∆
EÚh`ˆ∫l…“EÚÆ˙h……‰k…Æ∆ i…‰π……®…¬ ∫¥…∞¸{…®…±{…|…™……∫…‰x… +v™…‰i…fi ¶…& O…Ω“i…÷∆ ™……‰M™…Æ˙“i™……
∫…Æ˙±…i…™…… ∫{…π]i…™…… S……j… |… i…{…… ni…®…Œ∫i…* B¥…∆ O…xl…∫™……∫™… ¥…Ë ∂…π]ı¨… x…
¥…i…«xi…‰ ±…P…÷i…®…i¥…∆, ∫{…π]ı…l…«|… i…{… k…&, ∫……Æ±™…\S…* i…j……n…Ë,

1) ±…P…÷i…®…i¥…®…¬

∂±……‰EËÚ& ∫…®…O……h……®…π]ı…v™……™…“∫…⁄j……h……∆ +…∂…™……x……∆ ∫{…π]“EÚÆh…‰ ∫…i™… {…
O…xl……‰%™…∆ ±…P…÷i…®……‰ ¥…i…«i…‰ <i™…‰i…n‰¥… +∫™… ∫…¥…«n… ¥…Ë ∂…π]ı¨®…¬* i…tl…… ""<EÚ…‰
M…÷h…¥…fir“'' ({…….∫…⁄.1/1/3) < i… ∫…⁄j……l…«& n“ I…i…Ë& EÚ…Ë®…÷t…∆ "M…÷h…¥…fi r∂…§n…¶™……∆
™…j… M…÷h…¥…fir“  ¥…v…“™…‰i…‰ i…j… <EÚ& < i… π…π`ˆ¨xi…∆ {…n®…¬ ={… i…π`ˆi…‰'4 <i™…‰¥…∆
 ¥…S…… Æi…∆ o˘∂™…i…‰* i…∫™…Ë¥… +l…«& "|… GÚ™……∫…¥…«∫¥…®…¬' < i… x……®…E‰Ú
∫…∆∫EfiÚi…¥™……EÚÆh…O…xl…‰ E‰ÚÆ±…“™…{…Œhb˜i…‰x… x……Æ…™…h…¶…]¬ıı]ı{……n…S……™…Êh… "M…÷h…& ∫™……i…¬
¥…fi r& ∫™…… n i… S…  ¥…v…… ¥…EÚ BEÚ ∫l……x…‰ ∫™……i…¬' <i™…÷H∆Ú {…`ˆ¨i…‰* +x™…i…®…‰x…
Æ…®…∂…… ±… uV…‰x… |…EfiÚi…O…xl…‰ i…∫™…Ë¥… ∫…⁄j…∫™……l…«& EÚ l…i…& "<EÚ B¥… M…÷h……‰
¥…fi r∂S……x…÷HÚ∫l…… x…EÚ…‰ ∫®…fii…‰'5 <i™…‰¥…®…¬*

+j… ¥…∫i…÷i…™…… ""∫……¥…«v……i…÷EÚ…v…«v……i…÷EÚ™……‰&'' ({…….∫…⁄.7/3/84) < i…
∫…⁄j…‰h… "+x…™……‰& {…Æ™……‰& <M…xi……R¬ÛM…∫™… M…÷h…& ∫™……i…¬' <i™…‰¥…∆ M…÷h… < i… ∫…∆Y……™……&
∫… ∆  Y…i¥… ‰x… +EÚ…Æ-BEÚ…Æ-+…‰EÚ…Æ…& ¥…h…… «&  ¥…v…“™…xi… ‰* B¥… ∆
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""¥…fi r™…«∫™……S……®…… n∫i…ufir®…¬'' ({…….∫…⁄.1/1/73) < i… ∫…⁄j…‰h… ¥…fi r∫…∆Y……™……&
∫…∆Y……i¥…‰x… +…EÚ…Æ-B‰EÚ…Æ-+…ËEÚ…Æ…h……∆  ¥…v……x…∆ EfiÚi…∆ ¥…i…«i…‰ +j… ∂……∫j…‰*
<«o˘∂…∫l…±…‰π…÷ M…÷h…¥…fir“ <-=-@Ò-±…fi¥…h……«x……∆ ∫l……x…‰  ¥…v…“™…‰i…‰, x……x™…‰π…÷ ""+S……‰
Œ\h… i…'' ({…….∫…⁄.7/2/115), ""i™…n…n“x……®…&'' ({…….∫…⁄.7/2/102), "" n¥…
+…Ëi…¬'' ({…….∫…⁄.7/1/84) <i™…‰i…i∫…⁄j……‰HÚ∫l……x…‰π…÷, < i… §……‰v…x……™…
{… Æ¶……π……∫…⁄j… ®…n˘®……Æ§v…®…¬* ¶…]¬ı]ı{……nEfiÚi…¥™……J™……x…‰ "M…÷h…& ∫™……i…¬ ¥…fi r& ∫™……i…¬
< i… S…  ¥…v……Ë' <i™…‰i……¥…i…… ®……j…‰h… "M…÷h…¥…fi r∂…§n…¶™……∆ ™…j… M…÷h…¥…fir“  ¥…v…“™…‰i…‰'
<i™…‰i……¥…i…& ®……j…∫™… +l…«∫™… §……‰v…‰x… ""∫……¥…«v……i…÷EÚ…v…«v……i…÷EÚ™……‰&'' <i™……n“x……∆
O…Ωh…‰ ∫… i… ""+S……‰ Œ\h… i…'' <i™……n“x……®…O…Ωh…∆ ∫…∆¶…¥… i…* + {… S… "<EÚ BEÚ
∫l……x…‰ ∫™……i…¬' <i™…‰i……¥…x®……j…‰h… ™……‰%l……Ê §…÷n¬˘˘v™…i…‰ ∫……‰%l…«& EÚ…Ë®…÷n“∫l…{…R¬ÛCi™……
x… §…÷n¬̆v™…i…‰* ™…i……‰  Ω, <EÚ& < i… π…π`ˆ¨xi…{…n…‰{…Œ∫l…i™…… i…i∫l……x…‰i™…l…«∫™…
+§……‰v……i…¬* i…n¬̆ ˘§……‰v……™… {…÷x…& ""π…π`“ ∫l……x…‰ ™……‰M……'' ({…….∫…⁄.1/1/49) < i…
+x™…i…¬ {… Æ¶……π……∫…⁄j…Y……x…®……¥…∂™…EÚ®…v™…‰i…flh……®…¬* ¶…]¬ı]ı{……nEfiÚi…¥™……J™……x…‰x… i…÷
∫…i™…{™…Y……x…‰ {… Æ¶……π……xi…Æ˙∫™… §…÷v™…i…‰ {…™……«{i……l…« < i… ±……P…¥…∆ i…∫™… ¥…i…«i…‰*

{…Æxi…÷ i…n{…‰I…™……% {… ±…P…÷i…®…i¥…∆  ¥…ti…‰ ±…P…÷ ¥…¥…fik™……®…¬ < i…  x…∫∫…xn‰Ω∆
¥…H÷∆Ú ∂…C™…i…‰* ™…i……‰  Ω, "+x…÷HÚ∫l…… x…EÚ…‰ M…÷h……‰ ¥…fi r∂S…'6 <i™…j… M…÷h…¥…fin¬̆ ˘v™……‰&
"+x…÷HÚ∫l…… x…EÚ&' < i…  ¥…∂…‰π…h…‰x… ""+…n¬˘˘M…÷h…&'' ({…….∫…⁄.6/1/87) < i…
""¥…fi rÆ‰ S…'' ({…….∫…⁄.6/1/88) < i… S… ∫…⁄j…™……‰& ""BEÚ& {…⁄¥…«{…Æ™……‰&'' ({…….∫…⁄.6/
1/84) <i™… v…EÚ…Æ‰h… M…÷h…¥…fi r∫…∆Y…EÚ…x……∆ {…⁄¥…«{…Æ™……‰& ∫l……x…‰ BEÚ…n‰∂……‰HÚi¥……i…¬
=HÚ∫l…… x…EÚ™……‰& i…™……‰&, + {… S… M…÷h…¥…fi r∂…§n…¶™……∆ x……‰HÚi¥……i…¬ ""i™…n…n“x……®…&''
<i™……n“x……\S… ∫™…… z…¥…fi k…&* i…Œn¬¶…z…i¥……i…¬ ""<EÚ…‰ M…÷h…¥…fir˘“'' < i… ∫…⁄j…∫™…
±…I™…∫l……x…‰ ""∫……¥…«v……i…÷EÚ…v…«v……i…÷EÚ™……‰&'' ""¥…fi r™…«∫™……S……®…… n∫i…ufir®…¬'' <i™…‰i…‰
∫…⁄j…‰ ¥…i…Êi…‰ <i™…‰¥…®…¥…M…®™…i…‰ S…* i……o˘∂™……Ë M…÷h…¥…fir“ <EÚ B¥… ∫l……x…‰ ∫™……i…… ®… i…
"<EÚ B¥…' <i™…‰i……¥…x®……j…‰h… Y……™…i…‰* "+x…÷HÚ∫l…… x…E‰Ú' < i… {…⁄¥…«{…n‰
∫l……x……‰HÚi¥……i…¬ ∫l……x… ¥…π…™…EÚY……x…∫™… §……‰v……SS… +j…… {… i…n¬̆ ˘§……‰v…&*
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∫{…π]…l…«|… i…{… k…&

+j… O…xl…‰ ∫…⁄j……l…«& ∫{…π]& |…EÚ…∂…i…‰ <i™…‰i…∫™… +x™…i…®…∆ ¥…Ë ∂…π]ı ∆̈ ¶…¥… i…*
™…l…… ""+<=h…¬'' i…l…… ""±…h…¬'' <i™…‰i…™……‰& ®……Ω‰∑…Æ˙∫…⁄j…™……‰& h…EÚ…Æ˙∫™…
 u¥……Æ®…÷HÚi¥……i…¬ +h…¬, <h…¬ < i… h…EÚ…Æ…x…÷§…xv…EÚ…Ë u…Ë |…i™……Ω…Æ…Ë ±…§v……Ë* i…™……‰&
E‰Úπ……∆ ¥…h……«x……∆ O…Ωh…®…¬? < i… S…‰k…j… |…l…®…& |…i™……Ω…Æ& +h…¬ <i™…‰π…& ""f≈¯±……‰{…‰
{…⁄¥…«∫™… n“P……Ê%h…&'' ({…….∫…⁄.6/3/111), <i™…… nπ…÷7 +<=h…¬ <i™…j…i™…‰x…
h…EÚ…Æ‰̇h…, +x™…Œ∫®…x…¬ ""+h…÷ ni∫…¥…h…«∫™… S……|…i™…™…&'' ({…….∫…⁄.1/1/69) <i™…j…
E‰Ú¥…±…∆ {…Æ‰h… ±…h∫…⁄j…∫l…‰x… h…EÚ…Æ‰h… S… O……¡&* <h|…i™…™…∫i…÷ ""<hEÚ…‰&''
({…….∫…⁄.8/3/57) <i™…… nπ…÷ ∫…¥…«j… {…Æ‰h… ±…h…¬ < i… ∫…⁄j…∫l…h…EÚ…Æ‰h… M…fiΩ˛“i…¥™…&
|…i™…™…& ¥…i…«i…‰, <i™…‰i……¥……x…l…«& ∫{…π]i…™…… |… i…{…… ni…& Æ…®…∂…… ±… uV…‰x…
∫¥…O…xl…‰%j…* i…tl……-

""{…⁄¥…Êh…Ë¥… h…EÚ…Æ‰h… |…i™……Ω…Æ…‰%h…¬ O…Ω‰%˛ J…±…‰*
{…Æ‰h… i¥…h…÷ ni∫…⁄j…‰ i…‰x…Ë¥…‰h…¬ O…Ωh…‰π¥… {…**19**''8 < i…*

∫……Æ±™…®…¬

™…t {… ∂……∫j……l……«¥…M…®…x…∆ EÚ `ˆx…∆ S…‰n {… +∫™… O…xl…∫™… E‰Ú¥…±…{…`ˆx…‰x…Ë¥…
§…Ω÷j… {…… h…x…“™…∫…⁄j……l…«& +¥…M…®™…i…‰ ∫…∆∫EfiÚi…¶……π……Y…Ë& ¥™……EÚÆ˙h……v™…‰i…fi ¶…& +∫™…
∫……Æ˙±™……i…¬* ™…l……-

""±……i{…Æ‰h…i¥…EÚ…Æ‰h… Æ‰°Ú∫™… O…Ωh……n¬̆ ˘¶…¥…‰i…¬*
|…i™……Ω…Æ…‰ Æ <i™…‰¥… xuS…i¥………ÀÆ∂…n“ Æi……&**14**''9

±…h∫…⁄j…‰ ±…EÚ…Æ…i…¬ {…Æ‰h… +EÚ…Æ˙∫™… +xi™…i¥…‰x…, Ω™…¥…Æ˙]¬ı∫…⁄j…∫l…Æ‰̇°Ú∫™…
+…ti¥…‰x… S… O…Ωh……i…¬ "Æ˙' < i… |…i™……Ω…Æ& §…÷v™…‰i… <i™…j… i……i{…™……Ê O…xl…EÚ…Æ˙∫™…*
±…h…& +EÚ…Æ∫™… ""={…n‰∂…‰%V…x…÷x…… ∫…EÚ <i…¬'' < i… <i∫…∆Y…™…… i…‰x… ∫… Ωi…& Æ‰˙°Ú&
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Æ±…¥…h…«O……ΩEÚ& Æ|…i™……Ω…Æ& ±…¶™…i…‰* i…‰x… @ÒEÚ…Æ∫™… M…÷h…¥…fir“ ™…l…… "+Æ¬̇' < i…
"+…Æ¬̇' <i™…‰¥…∆ Æ{…Æ…Ë ¶…¥…i…& i…l…… ±…fiEÚ…Æ∫™… M…÷h…¥…fir“ "+±…¬' < i… "+±…¬'
<i™…‰¥…∆ ±…{…Æ…Ë ¶…¥…i…∂S…, <i™…‰¥…®…l…«& ¶……π……Y……i…fi ¶…& {… `ˆi…fi ¶…& ¥™……J™……x……x…{…‰I…i…™……
B¥… +¥…M…®™…i…‰* B¥…∆,

""ΩEÚ…Æ˙…‰  uØ˚{……k……‰%™…®… ] ∂…±™… {… ¥……\UÙ™……*
+ΩÊh……v…÷I… ni™…j… u™…∆  ∫…r∆ ¶… ¥…π™… i…**16**''10

""Ω™…¥…Æ˙]¬ı'' <i™…j… ""Ω±…¬'' <i™…j… S… ΩEÚ…Æ&  u˘¥……Æ®…÷HÚ…‰ o˘∂™…i…‰,
+]¬ı|…i™……Ω…Æ‰ i…l…… ∂…±|…i™……Ω…Æ‰ S… i…Œi∫…n¬˘˘v™…l…«®…¬* i…‰x… +ΩÊh… < i… +v…÷I…i…¬
< i… S… ∞¸{…‰  ∫…r‰̆*

={…∫…∆Ω…Æ&

M…÷Ø˚¶…⁄i……x…¬ +…S……™……«x…¬ ∫®…fii¥…… B¥… {…Œhbi…Ë&  ∫…r…xi……x……∆  ¥…S……ÆEÚÆ˙h…‰
i…l…… O…xl…Æ˙S…x……™……∆ S… ∫¥…i…xj…∂…Ë±…“ +… ¥…ŒπGÚ™…i…‰* +i… B¥… |……S…“x…O…xl……x……®…¬
+v™…™…x……i…¬  ¥… ∂…π]ı…&  ¥…S……Æ˙…& ∫…®…÷{…±…¶™…xi…‰ i…∫®……ii……o˘∂……x……∆ O…xl……x……∆ |…S……Æ&
x…¥…“x……∂…™……x……®…¬ +… ¥…πEÚ…Æ‰ Ω‰i…÷¶…«¥…‰i…¬* ™…t{™…j… ∫…∆{……nx…∆ V……™…®……x…∫™…
Æ…®…∂…… ±… uV…‰x… EfiÚi…∫™… "+π]ı…v™……™…“±…P…÷ ¥…¥…fi i… Æ˙' i… x……®…EÚ∫™… O…xl…∫™…
¥…Ë ∂…π]ı ∆̈ ∫……®……x™…i…™…… B¥… EfiÚi…®…¬* i…l…… {… +π]ı…v™……™…“∫…⁄j……h……®…¬ +…∂…™……&
+±{…|…™……∫…‰x… Y…‰™……& {… `ˆi…fi ¶…& <i™…÷q‰∂™…EÚ…‰%™…∆ O…xl…& +v™…‰i…¥™…& < i…
 x…∫∫…xn‰˘Ω∆ ¥…H÷∆Ú ∂…C™…i…‰**

∫…Ω˛…™…EÚO…xl…∫…⁄S…“

1 +π]ı…v™……™…“∫…⁄j…{……`ˆ& {…… h… x…&, S……ËJ…®¶…… +…‰ Æ˙™…x]ı… ±…™……, ¥……Æ˙…h…∫…“,  u˘.∫…∆.
1997.

2 +π]ı…v™……™…“±…P…÷ ¥…¥…fi i…& (Ω˛∫i…±…‰J…&) 1249, ®…±…™……±… ±… {…&, {…j…O…xl…&, 486,
 ∫….1379.  i…Ø˚¥…x…xi…˘{…÷Æ˙®…¬ ®……x…÷Œ∫GÚ{]¬ı ı±…Ë•… Æ˙*
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{…I…v…®…«i……Æ Ωi……‰ Ω‰˛i…÷& ∫¥…∞¸{…… ∫…r&* +l……«i…¬ Ω‰˛i…÷& +…∏…™…‰ x… ¥…i…«i…‰
<i™…l…«&* ™…l……ì∂…§n…‰  x…i™…& S……I…÷π…i¥……i…¬* + ∫®…x…¬ +x…÷®……x…‰ ∂…§n& {…I…&,
 x…i™…i¥…∆ ∫……v™…:, S……I…÷π…i¥…… n i… Ω‰̨i…÷&* ∂…§n‰ {…I…‰ S……I…÷π…i¥…… n i… Ω‰̨i…÷& x…
¥…i…«i…‰ <i™…i…& Bi…i…¬ ∫¥…∞¸{…… ∫…r& ¶…¥… i…* ∫¥…∞¸{…… ∫…r&  j… ¥…v…& -

●  ¥…∂…‰π…h…… ∫…r∞Ú{…¶……M…… ∫…r&

●  ¥…∂…‰π™…… ∫…r∞Ú{…¶……M…… ∫…r&

● =¶…™…… ∫…r∞Ú{…¶……M…… ∫…r&
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●  ¥…∂…‰π…h…… ∫…r∞Ú{…¶……M…… ∫…r:

™… ∫®…x…¬ Ω‰i……‰&  ¥…∂…‰π…h…∆ x… ±…¶™…i…‰ i… ∫®…x…¬ Ω‰˛i…÷&  ¥…∂…‰π…h…… ∫…r∞Ú{…
¶……M…… ∫…u:* ™…l…… - ∂…§n…‰% x…i™…&, S……I…÷π…i¥…‰ ∫… i… EÚfii…EÚi¥……i…¬í*
EÚfii…EÚi¥…… n i… Ω‰i……‰&  ¥…∂…‰π…h…∆ ¶…¥… i…îS……I…Ÿπ…i¥…‰ ∫… i…í< i…* Bi…i…¬  ¥…∂…‰π…h…∆
EÚfii…EÚi¥…‰ x… ±…¶™…i…‰ <i™…i…& Ω‰̨i…÷&  ¥…∂…‰π…h…… ∫…r∞¸{…¶……M…… ∫…r& ¶…¥… i…*

●   ¥…∂…‰π™…… ∫…r∞Ú{…¶……M…… ∫…r&

™… ∫®…x…¬ Ω‰i……‰&  ¥…∂…‰π™…®…¬ x… ±…¶™…i…‰ i… ∫®…x…¬ Ω‰˛i…÷&  ¥…∂…‰π™…… ∫…r∞Ú{…-
¶……M…… ∫…r&* ™…l…… ∂…§n…‰% x…i™…& EfiÚi…EÚi¥…‰ ∫… i… S……I…÷π…i¥……i…¬í< i…* ∂…§n‰ {…I…‰
Bi…i…¬ EfiÚi…EÚi¥…‰ ∫… i… S……I…÷π…i¥…®…¬< i…  ¥…∂…‰π™…∆ x… ¥…i…«i…‰ +i…&
 ¥…∂…‰π™…… ∫…r∞Ú{…- ¶……M…… ∫…r&*

●  =¶…™…… ∫…r∞¸{…¶……M…… ∫…r:

™… ∫®…x…¬ Ω‰i……‰&  ¥…∂…‰π™…®…¬,  ¥…∂…‰π…h…®…¬ x… ±…¶™…‰i…‰ i… ∫®…x…¬ Ω‰˛i…÷&
=¶…™…… ∫…r∞¸{… ¶……M…… ∫…r&* ™…l…… ∂…§n…‰% x…i™…&, S……I…÷π…i¥…‰ ∫… i… p¥™…i¥……i…¬*
∂…§n‰ {…I…‰ S……I…÷π…i¥…‰ ∫… i… p¥™…i¥…∆ x… ¥…i…«i…‰,  ¥…∂…‰π™… -  ¥…∂…‰π…h……¶……¥……i…¬ +™…∆
Ω‰˛i…÷& =¶…™…… ∫…r ∞Ú{…¶……M…… ∫…r: ¶…¥… i…*

●  ¥™……{™…i¥…… ∫…r&

¥™…… {i…Æ Ωi… Ω‰̨i…÷& ¶…¥… i… ¥™……{™…i¥…… ∫…r&* ∂…§n…‰  x…i™…& S……I…÷π…i¥……i…¬*
 x…i™…i¥…S……I…÷π…i¥…™……‰& ¥™…… {i…& x… ∫™……i…¬* ¥™…… {i…Æ Ωi…&, ={…… v…™…÷HÚ& S…‰ i…
¥™……{™…i¥…… ∫…r&  uv……* ∫……v™…¥™……{…EÚi¥…‰ ∫… i… ∫……v…x……¥™……{…EÚi¥…®…÷{…… v…i¥…®…¬*
{…¥…«i……‰ v…⁄®…¥……x…¬ ¥…ºx…‰:* + ∫®…x…¬ +x…÷®……x…‰ ¥… ºx…∞¸{…Ω‰˛i…÷& +…pÊ˘xv…x…∫…∆™……‰M…
={…… v…∫… Ωi…& ¶…¥… i… <i™…i…& ={…… v…™…÷HÚ¥™……{™…i¥…… ∫…r: ¶…¥… i…*
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{…⁄¥……‰«HÚ…x…÷®…‰™…… ∫…r∫™… +x™…x……®…v…‰™…∆ ¶…¥… i… +…∏…™…… ∫…r: <i™…i…& +j…
{…÷x…& x… |… i…{……ti…‰*

2  ¥…Ø˚r&

™……‰  Ω +x…÷®…‰™…‰ + ¥…t®……x……‰% {… i…i∫…®……x…V……i…“™…‰ ∫…¥…« ∫®…x…¬ x…… ∫i…
i… u{…Æ“i…‰ S…… ∫i… ∫…  ¥…{…Æ“i…∫……v…x…… ¥…Ø˚r&* {…I… ¥…{…I…™……‰Æ‰¥… ¥…i…«®……x……‰ Ω‰˛i…÷&
 ¥…Ø˚r&* {…I… - ∫…{…I……¥…i…«®……x…&,  ¥…{…I…®……j…¥…fi k…: ™……‰ Ω‰̨i…÷& ∫……v™… ¥…{…Æ“i…∆
∫……v…™… i… S…‰i…¬ ∫… Ω‰̨i…÷&  ¥…Ø˚r& ¶…¥… i… <i™…l…«&* ™…l……  x…i™…& ∂…§n& EÚ…™…«i¥……i…¬*
+ ∫®…x…¬ +x…÷®……x…‰ ∂…§n& {…I…&,  x…i™…i¥…∆ ∫……v™…:, EÚ…™…«i¥…… n i… Ω‰̨i…÷&*
EÚ…™…«i¥…… n i… Ω‰̨i…÷& ∂…§n‰ {…I…‰, +…EÚ…∂…… n ∫…{…I…‰ x…… ∫i…,  EÚxi…÷ P…]{…]… n
 ¥…{…I…‰% ∫i…*  ¥…{…I…®……j…¥…fi k…i¥……i…¬ Bi…i…¬ Ω‰̨i…÷x…… ∫……v™… ¥…{…Æ“i…∆ + x…i™…i¥…∆
∫……v… ™…i…÷∆ ∂…C™…i…‰, +i…& Bi… u˘Ø˚r& < i… ®……x…®…x……‰ΩÆ‰ =HÚ®…¬*

+x™…‰π…÷ ∫…¥…‰«π¥… {… O…xl…‰π…÷ +…∂…™…& ∫…®……x… B¥…  EÚxi…÷  ¥…Ø˚r∫™… =n…ΩÆh…∆
 ¶…z…®…‰¥… ¶…¥… i…, ™…l…… ™…∫®……i…¬  ¥…π……h…“ i…∫®……n∂¥… < i…*  ¥…π…… h…x……∆  {…hb∆
{…I…“EfiÚi™… +∂¥……‰%™…®…¬ < i… ∫……v…™…i……‰, +∫™…  Ω +x…∂¥…‰x…Ë¥… ¥™……{i…i¥……i…¬
 ¥…π…… h…i¥……n¬̆ < i… Ω‰̨i…÷&  ¥…ªr&* Bi…i…¬  ¥…ªr&  ¥…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…¥…fi k…: ∫™……i…¬ E÷Úi…&
< i… S…‰i…¬ +… n ¥…{…I…‰ ∂…fi R¬ÛM…i¥…∆ x… ¥…i…«i…‰ <i™…i…& Bi…i…¬  ¥…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…¥…fi k…:
 ¥…Ø˚rx……®…EÚ& Ω‰i¥……¶……∫…&*

3 ∫… xnMv…:

∫… xnMv…: B¥… +x…ËEÚ… xi…EÚ&í< i… {…n‰x… + ¶…v…“™…i…‰* ™…∫i…÷ ∫…z…x…÷®…‰™…‰
i…i∫…®……x……∫…®……x…V……i…“™…™……‰& ∫……v……Æh…& ∫…z…‰¥… ∫… ∫…xn‰ΩV…x…EÚi¥……i…¬ ∫… xnMv…:*
+x…÷®……x…‰ |…™…÷HÚ& Ω‰˛i…÷& {…I…¥…fi k…i¥…‰ ∫… i… i…∫™… ∫…{…I… -  ¥…{…I…‰% {… ∫…®……x…∞Ú{…‰h…
¥…i…«®……x…i¥……i…¬ +x…÷®……x…‰ ∫…xn‰Ω& ∫…®¶…¥… i…* ∫…xn‰ΩV…x…EÚi¥……i…¬ Bi…i…¬Ω‰˛i…÷&
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∫… xnMv…- x……®…EÚΩ‰i¥……¶……∫…& ¶…¥… i…* +l……«i…¬ {…I…j…™…¥…fi k…Æx…ËEÚ… xi…EÚ& < i…
|…®……h…®…\V…™……«®…¬*

∂…R¬ÛEÚÆ ®…∏…& ∫… xnMv…:  j… ¥…v…& < i… EÚl…™… i… -

● ∫……v……Æh……x…ËEÚ… xi…EÚ&

● +∫……v……Æh……x…ËEÚ… xi…EÚ&

● +x…÷{…∫…∆Ω…Æ˙“

● ∫……v……Æh……x…ËEÚ… xi…EÚ&

™……‰ Ω‰˛i…÷& {…I…¥…fi k…i¥…‰ ∫… i… ∫…{…I… -  ¥…{…I…‰% {… ¥…i…«®……x…i¥……i…¬ ∫… Ω‰˛i…÷&
∫……v……Æh……x…ËEÚ… xi…EÚ& ¶…¥… i…* ™…l……- ™…∫®……n¬̆  ¥…π……h…“ i…∫®……n¬̆ M……Ë Æ i…* ™…n…™…∆
 {…hb& M……Ë&  ¥…π…… h…i¥……i…¬ < i…* + ∫®…x…¬ +x…÷®……x…‰ M……Ë& < i… ∫……v™…&,
 ¥ …π … …  h…i¥ … …i … ¬  < i … Ω ‰ ˛ i … ÷ &*  ¥ …π … …  h…i¥ … …i … ¬  < i … Ω ‰ ˛ i … ÷ & ,
 ¥…π…… h…i¥… x… ∂S…i…∫…¥…«M……‰∞¸{…∫…{…I…‰ + ∫i…  EÚxi…÷ M……‰  ¶…z…®… Ωπ……n…Ë + {…
+ ∫i…, <i™…i…& ∫…{…I… -  ¥…{…I…‰% {… ¥…i…«®……x…i¥……i…¬ +™…∆ Ω‰̨i…÷&,
∫……v……Æh……x…ËEÚ… xi…EÚ&*

●  +∫……v……Æh……x…ËEÚ… xi…EÚ&

{…I…¥…fi k…i¥…‰ ∫… i… ∫…{…I… -  ¥…{…I…¥™……{…EÚ& ™……‰ Ω‰̨i…÷& + ∫i… ∫…&
+∫……v……Æh…&* ™…l…… +…EÚ…∂…∆  x…i™…∆ ∂…§n…∏…™…i¥……i…¬ < i…* + ∫®…x…¬ +x…÷®……x…‰
+…EÚ…∂…& {…I…&,  x…i™…i¥…∆ ∫……v™…∆, ∂…§n…∏…™…i¥……i…¬ < i… Ω‰̨i…÷&* ∂…§n…∏…™…i¥……i…¬
< i… Ω‰̨i…÷: {…I…‰ +…EÚ…∂…‰ + ∫i…, ∫…{…I…‰ EÚ…±… nM……n…Ë x…… ∫i…,  ¥…{…I…∞Ú{…‰
P…]{…]…n…Ë + {… x…… ∫i…* B¥…∆ ∫…{…I… ¥…{…I…¥™……{…EÚ: ∂…§n…∏…™…i¥……i…¬ < i…
Ω‰˛i…÷&+…EÚ…∂…∞¸{…{…I…®……j…¥…fi k…i¥……i…¬ +™…∆ Ω‰˛i…÷& +∫……v……Æh……x…ËEÚ… xi…EÚx……®…EÚ&
Ω‰i¥……¶……∫…& ¶…¥… i…*
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●  +x…÷{…∫…∆Ω…Æ˙“

+x¥…™…¥™… i…Æ‰EÚoπ]…xi…Æ Ωi…& ¶…¥… i… +x…÷{…∫…∆Ω…Æ˙“* ™…l…… ∫…¥…«®…¬ + ¶…v…‰™…∆
|…®…‰™…i¥……i…¬ + ∫®…x…¬ +x…÷®……x…‰ ∫…¥…«®…¬ {…I…&, + ¶…v…‰™…i¥…∆ ∫……v™…∆, |…®…‰™…i¥……i…¬
< i… Ω‰̨i…÷&* + ∫®…x…¬ +x…÷®……x…‰ ™…j… ™…j… |…®…‰™…i¥…∆ i…j… i…j… + ¶…v…‰™…i¥…∆
<i™…x…÷®……x…¥……C™…‰ ∫…{…I……¶……¥……i…¬ +x¥…™…¥™…… {i…& ¥…H÷∆Ú x… ∂…C™…i…‰* + ∫®…x…¬
+x…÷®……x…‰ ™…j… |…®…‰™…i¥……¶……¥…& i…j… + ¶…v…‰™…i¥…¶……¥…&, +j…… {…  ¥…{…I……¶……¥……i…¬
¥™… i…Æ‰EÚ¥™…… {i…& ¥…H÷∆Ú x… ∂…C™…i…‰* +i…& +x¥…™…¥™… i…Æ‰EÚoπ]…xi…Æ Ωi……i…¬ +™…∆
+x…÷{…∫…∆Ω… Æx……®…EÚ Ω‰i¥……¶……∫…& ¶…¥… i…*

|…∂…∫i…{……n¶……π™…∆, ¥™……‰®…¥…i…“, x™……™…EÚxn±…“ <i™…… n +x™…‰π…÷ ¥…Ë∂…‰ π…EÚO…xl…‰π…÷
+x…ËEÚ… xi…EÚ ¥…¶……M…& S…i…÷ ¥…«v…: ¶…¥… i… -

● ∫…{…I…¥™……{…EÚ ¥…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…¥…fi k…:

● ∫…{…I… ¥…{…I…™……‰¥…«¬™……{…EÚ&

● ∫…{…I… ¥…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…¥…fi k…:

● ∫…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…¥…fi k…:  ¥…{…I…¥™……{…EÚ&

● ∫…{…I…¥™……{…EÚ ¥…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…¥…fi k…:

™…l…… ™…∫®……i…¬  ¥…π……h…“ i…∫®……i…¬ M……Ë Æ i…* +™…∆  {…hb& M……Ë&  ¥…π…… h…i¥……i…¬
<i™…l…«&*  ¥…π…… h…i¥……i…¬ < i… Ω‰̨i…÷&  ¥…π…… h…i¥… x… ∂S…i…∫…¥…Êπ…÷ M……‰∞Ú{…∫…{…I…… n˘π…÷
+ ∫i…* + ∫®…x…¬ +x…÷®……x…‰  ¥…{…I…& ¶…¥… i… ®… Ωπ…&, +∂¥…& S…‰ i…*  ¥…π…… h…i¥……i…¬
< i… Ω‰˛i…÷& ®… Ωπ…‰ + ∫i…, +∂¥……Ë x…… ∫i…*  ¥…π…… h…i¥……i…¬< i… Ω‰˛i…÷& ∫…{…I…‰
 ¥…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…‰ S… ¥…i…«®……x…i¥……i…¬ +j… ∫…∆∂…™…& V……™…i…‰* +i…& +™…∆ Ω‰̨i…÷&
∫…{…I…¥™……{…EÚ ¥…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…¥…fi k…: +x…ËEÚ… xi…EÚΩ‰i¥……¶……∫…& ¶…¥… i…*
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●  ∫…{…I… ¥…{…I…™……‰¥…«¬™……{…EÚ&

∫…{…I…‰  ¥…{…I…‰ S… ™……‰ Ω‰̨i…÷& + ∫i… S…‰i…∫…& ∫…{…I… ¥…{…I…¥™……{…EÚ
+x…ËEÚ… xi…EÚ& ¶…¥… i…* ™…l……ì x…i™…& ∂…§n& |…®…‰™…i¥……i…¬* + ∫®…x…¬ +x…÷®……x…‰
∂…§n& {…I…&,   x…i™…i¥…∆ ∫……v™…®…¬, |…®…‰™…i¥…… n i… Ω‰̨i…÷&* +j… +…EÚ…∂…… n& ∫…{…I…&,
P…]{…]…n…Ë  ¥…{…I…&*ì|…®…‰™…i¥……i…¬í< i… Ω‰̨i…÷& ∫…{…I…‰ +…EÚ…∂……n…Ë  ¥…{…I…‰ P…]{…]…n…Ë
S… ¥…i…«i…‰* +i…& +™…∆ Ω‰̨i…÷& ∫…{…I… -  ¥…{…I…¥™……{…EÚi¥……i…¬ ∫…{…I… ¥…{…I…™……‰¥…«¬™……{…EÚ&
x……®…EÚ +x…ËEÚ… xi…EÚΩ‰i¥……¶……∫…& ¶…¥… i…*

●  ∫…{…I… ¥…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…¥…fi k…:

∫…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…‰,  ¥…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…‰ S… ™……‰ Ω‰̨i…÷& + ∫i… S…‰i…¬ ∫…& ∫…{…I… ¥…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…¥…fi k…:
Ω‰i¥……¶……∫…& ¶…¥… i…* ™…l……ì x…i™…& +…EÚ…∂…& +®…⁄i…«i¥……i…¬* + ∫®…x…¬ +x…÷®……x…‰
+…EÚ…∂…& {…I…&,  x…i™…i¥…∆ ∫……v™…®…¬, +®…⁄i…«i¥……i…¬ Ω‰̨i…÷&* +j… ®…x…& +…i®…… S…
∫…{…I…&, {…fi l…¥™…… n&  ¥…{…I…&* +®…⁄i…«i¥……i…¬ < i… Ω‰˛i…÷& +…i®…∞¸{…∫…{…I…‰ + ∫i…,
®…x…∞¸{…∫…{…I…‰ x… ¥…i…«i…‰, +i… B¥… ∫…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…¥…fi k…:* {…fi l…¥™…… n  ¥…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…‰
S… +®…⁄i…«i¥…… n i… Ω‰˛i…÷& ¥…i…«i…‰* B¥…∆ ∫…{…I… ¥…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…¥…fi k…i…& +™…∆ Ω‰˛i…÷&
∫…{…I… ¥…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…¥…fi k…: x……®…EÚ…x…ËEÚ… xi…EÚ& ¶…¥… i…*

●  ∫…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…¥…fi k…:  ¥…{…I…¥™……{…EÚ&

™……‰ Ω‰˛i…÷& ∫…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…¥…fi k…i¥…‰ ∫… i… ∫…¥…‰«π…÷ + {… + ∫i… S…‰i…¬ ∫…&
∫…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…¥…fi k…&  ¥…{…I…¥™……{…EÚ: ¶…¥… i…* ™…l…… ∂…§n…‰ p¥™…&  x…Æ¥…™…¥…i¥……i…¬*
+j… ∂…§n& {…I…&, p¥™…i¥…∆ ∫……v™…∆,  x…Æ¥…™…¥…i¥……i…¬ < i… Ω‰̨i…÷&* p¥™…i¥… ¶…z… M…÷h…-
EÚ®…«-∫……®……x™…… n  ¥…{…I…‰  x…Æ¥…™…¥…i¥… Ω‰̨i…÷& x…… ∫i…* {…fi l…¥…“-+…{…& S…‰ i… ∫…{…I…‰
+ {…  x…Æ¥…™…¥…i¥…Ω‰˛i…÷& ¥…i…«i…‰,  EÚxi…÷ EÚ…±… nM…… n∫…{…I…ËEÚn‰∂…‰ S… +™…∆ Ω‰˛i…÷&
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M…Ø˚b˜∫™… {…÷x…&|…¥…‰∂…&

π…]¬∂…i…∫…∆J™……EÚ…x…¬  ¥… ∂…π]…∂¥……x…¬ ∫…®{……n ™…i¥……  EÚ∆EÚi…«¥™…i…… ¥…®…⁄f&
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i…∫™… EÚ…Æh…®… {… +¥…n˘i…¬ S…*
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